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Welcome
Leslie A. Sassone - Northern Illinois University

Helen & Jim Merritt

W

and I invite you to join us each Fall; details

As I reread these works while gathering them

Philosophy of Education has been one of the

are available on the NIU Foundations of

for this publication, it became clear how

great joys of my career. Longtime readers

Education home page, www.cedu.niu.edu/

they connect with each other. This was not

of Thresholds in Education know that

lepf/.

a conscious intent of the Merritt Committee,

orking with the Merritt Fund for

but in that these are all serious philosophers

James (Jim) and Helen Merritt served as
distinguished faculty members at Northern

This issue continues the Thresholds in

of education it is inevitable as each connects

Illinois University and that they graciously

Education tradition of publishing the

to the rich traditions which their deliberations

donated the funds that continue to enable

presentations made by the honorees. I am

are a part of, and each asks significant

us to bring eminent speakers in the field of

grateful to other long-standing members of

questions of the day. Their arguments are no

philosophy of education to the NIU campus

the Merritt Committee, Dr. Kerry Burch and

less compelling when read than when they

and honor them for their work with the

Dr. Linda O’Neill, for their willingness to let

were first heard and are as relevant today as

James and Helen Merritt Distinguished

me collect and present to you what follows

when they were delivered.

Service Award for Contributions to Philosophy

in this journal.
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In 2006, Professor David Hansen of Teachers

“Classrooms as Dangerous Educational

criticized in the academy for being thought

College offered a close read of Dewey on the

Outposts? Hannah Arendt and John Dewey

of as a humanist, Dr. Gordon’s work invited

trio of concepts termed public, interest, and

on the Crisis of Teacher Authority,” was an

us to understand the complexity of bad faith

public interest. In his talk, “John Dewey and

exploration that those who knew her as

and urged us to pay close attention to what

the Education of Public Interest,” Dr. Hansen

professor or mentor could recognize. In

criteria we use to bring good judgments

connected and contextualized his textual

her first year of retirement, while she could

about.

exposition with examples of the disciplinary

have been playing golf full time, she instead

structure of the College of Education at NIU,

turned her attention to intellectual endeavors

Professor Barbara Stengel’s 2009 address,

and pursued in an exploratory

“Beyond the Comfort Zone, or Sallying

manner questions of personal

Forth with Don Quixote: Facing Fear with

authority, language, and

a Philosopher of Education” offered two

instrumentalism. She

purposes served by one narrative: a look at

exposed her own thinking,

the function of fear in educational settings

taking the same risks as

and how to proceed with a philosophical

singular answers and

her students and mentees,

investigation. Professor Stengel’s distinctions

cultivate a disposition

so that everyone had a stake in what was

between philosophical analysis and empirical

to inquiry.

happening.

qualitative inquiry, and between what a

as well as from the
No Child Left Behind
Act (NCLB). His many
“suggestive points
of departure” remind
us to reach beyond

I invite you to join
us each Fall; details
are available on the
NIU Foundations of
Education home page.

philosopher of education is and is not,
2007 was a special year for the Merritts

Professor Lewis Gordon’s 2008 “A

are coupled with her tools of analysis

and the Merritt Committee; the significant

Pedagogical Imperative of Pedagogical

(logic, linguistic analysis, phenomenology,

speaker brought to campus was a recently

Imperatives” is an autobiographical narrative

deconstruction) as she focused on her own

retired 30+ year Northern Illinois University

that unapologetically and insightfully

teaching work and the language of fear.

Professor of Foundations of Education and

shared what brought him to the academy,

Chair of the Department of Leadership,

the lessons he learned, and his continued

Sadly for all of us, Helen Merritt died in May

Educational Psychology and Foundations.

commitment to avoid “the evasion of reality.”

2009 and did not hear Professor Stengel’s

Professor Wilma Miranda’s address,

With an understanding of how easy it is to be

address. We miss her.
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This year we also lost, to cancer, Jan

Commercialism, Reductionism, and The

Woodhouse, Managing Editor of Thresholds

Quest for Certainty” and a response by

in Education since 1998 and ardent supporter

Deborah Merritt Aldrich. Dr. Boyles’ bristly

of the Merritt event. I am grateful to Marilyn

look at commercialism in K-12 public school

Justus for working with me on this issue and

education and the state of the grants culture

carrying on with the attitude, commitment,

in higher education asked for a response that

and care that Jan exhibited in the years that

calls for classrooms as democratic counter-

I was privileged to know her.

spaces, criticality, and philosophizing while
critiquing the philosophy too. That Deborah

In August I visited Jim Merritt and his

Merritt Aldrich delivered a response to Boyles

daughter, Deborah Merritt Aldrich, on the

evidences Jim’s enduring hope that this series

occasion of Jim’s 97th birthday. He was

of lectures will continue to bring philosophical

thinking through a reworking of his responses

thought to a wider audience in order to

to the addresses in this issue of Thresholds

enhance both our educational commitments

and crafting responses to the works he was

and our participation as philosophically savvy

unable to attend to when they were first

and aware democratic citizens.

delivered, privileging and acting on the life
of the mind. He remains an inspiration. In

You will soon read that David Hansen begins

this volume are the responses he delivered

his Merritt address with a Dewey quote that

to Professors Gordon and Miranda and

reads “To learn to be human is to develop

the response he crafted in August 2010 to

through the give-and-take of communication.”

Professor Stengel’s 2009 address.

I trust that you will find much in what follows
to think through, to think over. I hope you will

This issue concludes with Professor

write your own responses, in written form and

Deron Boyles’ “Considering Philosophy for

in how you live your life. The Merritts wouldn’t

Education: A Curmudgeonly Challenge to

want it any other way.

Faculty who care,
Questions that matter.
Come study with us in Foundations of
Education at Northern Illinois University
and join in the struggle to understand the
contradictions inherent in education.
Drawing from the humanities and social
sciences, areas of study include the historical,
philosophical, sociological, international, and
anthropological approaches to education.
We offer a M.S. Ed. and a Graduate Certificate
of Study.
For more information, contact
Dr. Kerry Burch, Program Coordinator
ktburch@niu.edu / 815-753-9354
or any of our faculty members.
http://www.cedu.niu.edu/lepf/foundations/staff.
shtml
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John Dewey and the Education
of Public Interest
David T. Hansen - Teachers College, Columbia University

To learn to be human is to develop

emphasize the difference between interest,

through the give-and-take of

in the singular, and interests, in the plural,

communication an effective sense of

because I think the distinction between

being an individually distinctive member

the two—interest, and interests—resides

of a community; one who understands

at the heart of Dewey’s outlook. Dewey

and appreciates its beliefs, desires and

puts forward what is at first glance a

methods, and who contributes a further

breathtaking ideal, and yet one that in fact

conversion of organic powers into

can be realized by every person in society,

human resources and values. But this

although never in a complete or final way.

translation is never finished. The old

It is an ideal according to which life in its

Adam, the unregenerate element

everyday manifestations constitutes an

in human nature, persists. It shows

ongoing education in the fullest, formative

itself wherever the method obtains

sense of that term. To elucidate this outlook

of attaining results by use of force

I will discuss what I take Dewey to mean

instead of by the method of

by the trio of concepts public, interest, and

communication and enlightenment.

public interest. I hope to show that while

It manifests itself more subtly,

his analysis is highly abstract, his meaning is

pervasively and effectually when

intensely practical for a society engaged in

knowledge and the instrumentalities of

the ongoing social and political experiment

skill which are the product of communal

called democracy.

life are employed in the service
of wants and impulses which have

Public Interest

not themselves been modified by

I

reference to a shared interest....[What is

Human beings are members of various

needed today is] the perfecting of

groups and associations: schools,

the means and ways of communication

universities, colleges, foundations, churches,

of meanings so that genuinely

synagogues, mosques, clubs, neighborhood

shared interest in the consequences of

organizations, political parties, and so on.

interdependent activities may inform

Our society is saturated with such groups,

desire and effort and thereby direct

and people have a host of quite varied

action. (Dewey, 2008, p. 332, 227)

memberships in them. However, none of
these groupings, either in their singularity

n this lecture I will circle around this

or collectivity, constitute what Dewey calls

passage in order to sketch what I take Dewey

a public. Rather, the public is an always

to mean by “public interest.” I will

emergent, always evolving, entity.
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Jim Merritt & David T. Hansen

Dewey argues that a public emerges or

persons and associations directly concerned

(2008, pp. 244-45, 314). I take Dewey to

comes into being when (1) the consequences

in them is the source of a public. The public

be suggesting that there is no such thing as a

of human activity in any particular group or

consists of all those who are affected by

fixed or permanent public—unlike, say, various

association spill out beyond those local social

the indirect consequences of transactions to

long-established associations and institutions—

boundaries and affect people elsewhere,

such an extent that it is deemed necessary

and nor is there any public at all if people are

and when (2) the affected people take note

to have those consequences systematically

remaining self-enclosed within their various

of these consequences and seek to respond

cared for....Indirect, extensive, enduring

groupings and associations. A public only

to them. Let me quote several sentences

and serious consequences of conjoint

emerges when people are drawn outside their

from The Public and its Problems: “The

and interacting behavior call a public into

local spaces and seek to address and resolve

perception of consequences which are

existence having a common interest in

the consequences of action that are affecting

projected in important ways beyond the

controlling these consequences”

them all in one way or another.
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Put differently, a public only emerges and

process. In various writings Dewey reminds

in which individuals and various groupings

comes into being when people learn to look

us that a core meaning of interest is that

and associations can point to their interests.

beyond and act to a meaningful extent with

which stands between two otherwise distant

Public interest, framed now as a single

one foot outside the boundaries of their

entities, or between the beginning and

concept, denotes an attitude, disposition,

particular interests, whether the latter be

completion of an undertaking. Thus, interest

orientation, perspective, that both emerges

economic, moral, cultural, religious, artistic,

is not a starting point or precondition of

from and is enacted by human beings

political, or educational.
Here is where the distinction
between interests , in the
plural, and interest , in the
singular, that can be found
in Dewey’s work becomes
critical. Interests in the plural
are like possessions. You have
your interests, and I have

While interests
denote discrete
objects or
possessions which
we can name,
interest constitutes
a movement or
process.

mine; this social group has

activity, nor is it an outcome

seeking to bring activity to meaningful

per se. It is not an entity

completion. In what kind of activity is

nor is it an algorithm.

public interest expressed? Precisely in that

Interest is a transactive

which is called out by the emergence of

concept, capturing a

consequences whose reach and effects have

process that resides neither

spilled out beyond localized boundaries, and

in the head nor wholly

which are of concern to people from various

outside the head. The

groupings and associations. Once more,

concept points to a process

public interest is not something that has a

that is always forward-

fixed or permanent existence. It does not lie

looking, prospective,

about dormant ready to be mobilized when

its interests, that one has others. People seek

uncertain, and yet also potentially generative

a contentious issue surfaces. It is always

out others with similar interests. In politics,

in meaning and consequence as persons

emergent, evolving, developing, coming and

business, and elsewhere, various groups

seek to bring activity to fruition.

going.

to advance them in the face of competing

What happens when we fuse Dewey’s

The Essential Moral Interest

interests. This language is similar and useful

framing of the terms public and interest?

in understanding the social landscape.

For one thing, public interest differs

These points give rise to an educational need

substantively from anything that can be

that Dewey articulates in the concluding

In contrast, Dewey deploys the term

captured by the term interests. Public

sentence of his Democracy and Education:

interest, in the singular, to denote an

interest is not another name for just another,

“Interest in learning from all the contacts of

attitude, orientation, perspective, or

perhaps larger “interest group,” to use the

life is the essential moral interest” (1985, p.

disposition which is bound up in the

familiar phrase. Moreover, public interest

370). I will comment briefly on this idea and

completion of an activity or undertaking.

is something other than a summation of

then draw upon the analysis to look again at

Posed differently, while interests denote

localized interests; it is not merely a sum of

Dewey’s conception of public interest.

discrete objects or possessions which we can

the parts. To put it another way, there is no

name, interest constitutes a movement or

such thing as the public interest in the sense

with comparable interests come together

Page 6 							
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individuals or groups move to completion

with the consequences of different interests

being a spectator and looking on, although

of a meaningful activity. Dewey’s phrase,

when they meet head to head.

careful observation of surrounding

“Interest in learning from all the contacts

human affairs and attentive listening are

of life,” infuses a democratic aspect to this

Dewey calls this interest in learning from

vital. Rather, such learning necessitates

process. It does so because according to

all the contacts of life “the essential moral

participating, speaking up, sharing views

Dewey, “A democracy is more than a form

interest” not because he subscribes to an

and perceptions, and more. Dewey’s

of government; it is primarily a mode of

a priori human “essence.” I take his point

notion of communication is germane here,

associated living, of conjoint communicated

to be that if this interest saturates peoples’

predicated as it is on the fundamental idea

experience” (1985, p. 93).

dispositions, it propels them into the public

that every genuine communication implies a

world, however localized and contextualized

transformation in participants’ outlooks and

Democracy as a way of life, as a kind of

it may be, in the very

living or organic commitment to meaningful

face of misunderstanding,

communication, necessitates an interest

miscommunication,

in learning from all one’s contacts of life.

disagreement, and conflict.

Moreover, Dewey believes all people can

The term moral captures

be educated in this interest. If students

the sense of commitment

at whatever age or level of the system

and concern implied in

are provided with sustained educational

an interest in learning

encouragement that incorporates varied

from all one’s contacts or

and quality curricula, in conjunction with

encounters.

interacting with different people and

dispositions, however

In a democracy
understood as “a mode
of associated living, of
conjoint communicated
experience,” life
metamorphoses into
a permanent, ongoing
education.

subtle or imperceptible it
may be (1985, pp. 7-9).
Moreover, not only do
people find themselves
transformed through
the course of genuine
communication; they also
find that this give-andtake can transform their
interests, a consequence

situations, they can learn over time to enact

Dewey concludes Democracy and Education

of great importance for the growth of both

and embody as a matter of course such an

on this note because, for him, democracy

individuals and of democracy.

interest. Put differently, they can learn to

implies much more than a set of institutional

respond habitually not only to pleasurable

structures, important as they remain.

and pleasing events, but equally so to

Democracy presumes expansive forms of

challenging and thorny circumstances.

communication, interaction, and mutual

I have been interpreting Dewey’s closing

Education and Public Interest

regard constitutive of everyday life. In

sentence to Democracy and Education:

They can learn to seek out and address

a democracy understood as “a mode of

“Interest in learning from all the contacts

new consequences, including those in which

associated living, of conjoint communicated

of life is the essential moral interest,” and

conflicting interests are at work. In other

experience,” life metamorphoses into a

have touched on the significance in Dewey’s

words, interest in the singular sense of a

permanent, ongoing education. To learn

overall philosophy of an education in and for

process of involvement leads people to deal

from all the contacts one has means not just

such an interest. With this background, let
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me now substitute the terms consequences

toward the situations and circumstances in

These responses obviously mirror the

and public for contacts and moral. The

front of their very noses. I think Dewey would

interests, beliefs, and values of these various

result is what I think could have been the

urge educators to regard interests such as

groups, as well they should. But NCLB has

concluding sentence of The Public and its

civic and multicultural education, or school

also called out a public that is not reducible

Problems: Interest in learning from all the

administration and policy, as suggestive points

to the voice of any one of these groups,

consequences of life is the essential public

of departure, or as beginnings, for further

just as it is not synonymous with the sum of

interest. What might this interest look like

inquiry, experimentation, test, and trial—

all these voices. Rather, the consequences

in practice, particularly with regards to

and with all of those terms understood as

of NCLB through its implementation and

the relation between education and public

broader and more supple than when they are

peoples’ reaction to it has called out a public.

interest?

lassoed by our current lexicon of qualitative,

It is in many respects an inchoate public,

quantitative, artistic, philosophical and

one only occasionally finding expression—

For one thing, it would imply reconstructing

historical research. Like democracy itself—“a

that is to say, finding its distinctive finding,

how educators perceive their various

mode of associated living, of conjoint

its distinctive voice—when people from

interests. Consider civic education,

communicated experience”—public interest as

these particular groups have come together

democratic education, moral education,

cultivated and expressed through education

at conferences, town hall meetings, and

multicultural education, and progressive

reaches beyond any single theoretical outlook

the like, and have together generated a

education; consider educational

or domain of focus however estimable it

genuinely public voice.

measurement, history of education,

may otherwise be. Dewey’s perspective here

educational policy, and educational

complements his view of pedagogy as taking

That voice, in turn, is ever-evolving in tone,

administration—all of these are but a few

students’ so-called interests not as terminal

register, and substance as more and more

of the current interests represented in the

aspects of their selves or their future, but as

people find themselves thrown together

College of Education here at Northern Illinois

points of departure and as openings into new

outside their normal interest groups, and

University and elsewhere in the nation. From

inquiries and studies.

this (once again) is a consequence of

one point of view, this diversity of outlooks

the ongoing event we call NCLB. I think

is both intellectually precious and also

As an example of how powerful I believe

the possibilities for continuing to fuel the

permits a practical focus on specific areas

this perspective can be, consider the

public that has emerged are extensive if

or aspects of educational reality. However,

societal impact of the No Child Left Behind

not unfathomable. Consider a scenario in

understood from the point of view of public

(NCLB) legislation passed in 2001. The

which people from across the educational

interest as I have been sketching it here,

implementation of this Act has called out a

spectrum come together to reconstruct the

these interests can inadvertently advance

tide of responses from virtually every group

idea of measurement. I think of this example

a parochial, territorial mentality. They can

in the educational universe of this country,

because, as we know, the NCLB legislation

function as perceived end points, destinies, or

from elementary school teachers, to experts

equates the idea of measurement with

king-of-the-hill interests, and oblige educators

in educational assessment, to policymakers,to

aggregate scores on standardized tests.

to bend their activity toward them rather than

educational theorists, to school principals.

I contrast that definition with the ancient
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Greek view of education, in which

communication and mutual exchange that

quote with which this presentation began,

measurement encompassed aesthetic,

Dewey evokes in his claim that democracy

Dewey refers twice to a shared interest.

moral, intellectual, and social development.

is “an associated mode of living, of conjoint

To address public problems, he concludes

Measurement embodied notions of

communicated experience”? Might it be that

the quote by urging “the perfecting of

proportion and balance drawn from art,

some of our experiences today as members

the means and ways of communication of

and ideas of relation and symmetry drawn

of particular interest groups blind us to the

meanings so that genuinely shared interest

from mathematics. To measure the growth

continuing possibilities of membership in that

in the consequences of interdependent

of a student required, on the part of the

dynamic process to which Dewey gave the

activities may inform desire and effort and

educator, a developed and expanding

name public interest?

thereby direct action.” He foreshadows this
claim in the middle of the long quote, when

sense of judgment, perceptiveness, and
insight. All of this is what Shakespeare and

What are the current prospects for the

he alludes to the dangers of “wants” and

other artists had in mind, centuries after

education of public interest? I can only

“impulses”—in which we can include separate

the Greeks, when they came to ask “How

gesture toward a response to such questions,

interests—that are not “modified by reference

does one take the measure of a person?”

since it is time now to summarize and

to a shared interest.”

This rich, educational understanding of

conclude.
According to Dewey, an education for and in

measurement contrasts markedly with how
the term is construed in NCLB.

A Spirit of Inquiry

But this viewpoint is only one dimension

As I have suggested in these remarks,

habit of learning from all the contacts of

of how the public that NCLB has

public interest points to intercommunication,

life and their consequences. This approach

generated can respond to the issue

openness to the new, and attentiveness to

means learning not just from some contacts

of measurement. Imagine teachers,

the unexpected—in short, to an interest in

or consequences, those, for example, which

principals, policy makers, assessment

learning from all the consequences that issue

help people serve their own interests. Rather,

experts, researchers, and others all

from human contact. Dewey substantiates

the approach obliges people to try to learn

contributing to the reconstruction of the

this inclusive point of view by referring

from all contacts and all consequences,

idea of measurement—and, again, with

continuously to what he calls shared and

including those that may call their interests

all of this understood as embodying a

common interest. In a quote already

into question. Thus it fosters a critical

distinctively public voice, one that reaches

cited, he equates the idea of common

attitude toward one’s own desires, aims,

beyond the particular interests represented

interest with the very notion of a public:

and conduct, as well as those of the various

by those forming the ever-changing chorus.

“Indirect, extensive, enduring and serious

groupings and associations of which one is a

I believe there is such a public voice right

consequences of conjoint and interacting

member. This process is what Dewey means

now; we can discern and hear it in many

behavior call a public into existence having

when he writes, in the quote just referred to,

quarters. But is it also inchoate? Does it

a common interest in controlling these

that personal and group interests ought to be

embody or does it lack the commitment to

consequences” (2008, p. 314). In the longer

“modified” by reference to shared or public

public interest guides “desire,” “effort,” and
“action” such that persons develop a shared
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interest. He does not mean individuals and

spirit of inquiry society-wide. And such a

groups must abandon their specialized

spirit constitutes another name for public

interests, nor that they must pursue only

interest. Public interest is not a thing, entity,

conventionally sanctioned activities. Rather,

object, or possession. It is not a claim,

he means carrying out our works and lives

argument, opinion, or belief. It is not a

mindful of their origins in social life and of

standpoint, position, posture, or platform.

their consequences upon it. In this light, the

Public interest constitutes a living, dynamic

concepts common and shared that Dewey

process that pivots around a concern for

deploys do not imply
identical-mindedness.
They do not denote a
homogenized outlook
or perspective. Quite
the contrary.
The cultivation of
shared interest as
a process draws

the very next moment

The cultivation of
shared interest as
a process draws
persons to engage
consequences in ways
that deepen, widen,
and ultimately enhance
human prospects.

of associated human
life. Interest in learning
from all the contacts and
encounters in life is the
essential public interest.

persons to engage
consequences in ways that deepen, widen,
and ultimately enhance human prospects.
To learn from all the manifold contacts
and consequences of human life requires a
disposition to inquiry. Dewey (2008) makes
plain that not all persons must become
researchers in a formal sense, if only
because there are so many other important
and engrossing social roles and activities in
a complex society. But he does argue that
a spirit of inquiry characterizes a genuine
democracy. It resides as a core element
or ground for learning, and for wanting to
learn, from all the contacts of life and their
consequences. Consequently, educational
research and practice ought to help fuel a
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Classrooms as Dangerous
Educational Outposts?
Hanna Arendt and John Dewey on the Crisis of Teacher Authority
Wilma Miranda - Northern Illinois University

Introduction
In this address, I explore certain
philosophical descriptions of human
language in their bearing on what I term
the crisis in teacher authority. In particular,
I want to examine two terms—language
and authority—as they are related in
contemporary philosophical literature.
John Searle has framed the contemporary
philosophical concern as how we can still
claim to “...know and understand the
important things about how the universe
works.” 1 He notes that the urgency is basic
to human societies.
Because we live in one world, we
ought to be able to explain exactly
how the different parts of that
world relate to each other and how
it all hangs together. 2
But that is far from a simple challenge

Wilma Miranda, Jim Merritt, & Helen Merritt

given the pace of seismic shocks to human
confidence, beginning with Darwin in the
mid-19th century and still continuing today

world of competing scientific, political,

from these more general conditions and

with the many advances, for example, in

and ethical claims quite remote from the

is blatantly manifested in the exclusion of

communications, biology, and the new

world of personal life demands. A general

teachers from state and national education

physics. A general anxiety attends the

skepticism gets erected even against the

forums, resulting not only in truncated

reliability of language to connect us with

reassuring authority claims of scientists, all

educational debate over the direction of

even a coherent social reality. For many, this

public officials, and of course, educators. The

reform, but also in distorting effects on the

means a disconnect from a seemingly chaotic

particular crisis in teacher authority flows

thinking of teachers themselves.
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Wizard of Oz-like exposure.

As professional actor/speakers in our

Later, when I started liking the class,

public schools and colleges, teachers find

it got worse. Driving home each night

themselves, I believe, in an unequal struggle

after class, I would literally pray,

We are also surrounded by concrete external

of the interpretation of their professional

“Please God, don’t let her turn out to

assertions of authority such as churches,

identities. Beyond the constrained authority

be a jerk.”

universities, hospitals, and skyscrapers of
all kinds. These can be more comforting

within the classroom, teacher authority is
leaching out like mortar from between the

This trepidation, not just toward teachers,

since they stand as impersonal monuments

bricks of an old schoolhouse.

is common for anyone approaching a new

to the enduring authority of the cultural

authority relationship because for all such

values represented and sheltered therein.

To address this presupposition of mine,

bonds, the terms are inherently unequal.

As Richard Sennett, the urban historian,

I turn to the thought of John Dewey and

From the perspective

Hannah Arendt as allies who describe this

of an adult female

crisis and, for those who may seek to impact

student at this time in

the relevant conditions, for their advice for

her life, the strength

action. In particular, what would be the

of a woman teacher

import of their recommendations for public

was both an emotional

educators who live and work in a variety

and intellectual need.

of bureaucratic settings at all educational
levels?

One party must
project a claim of

The Problem of Authority

strength relative to
others which may

describes this, the

For John Dewey
and Hannah Arendt,
however, the grounds
for public teacher
authority, in democratic
societies at least, reside
not in teaching skill
per se but outside the
classroom and squarely
in the political arena.

teachers, priests, or
physicians whose
authority is grounded in
these institutions as well
as the students, patients,
or parishoners they serve
are reassured by means
of “images of strength
. . . that [are] solid,
guaranteed, and stable.” 3
Sennett cautions however,
as my story illustrates,

First, a consideration of the ambivalence to

always turn out to

authority is in order. To help set the context

have been false.

I offer as an example one end-of-term

The risks can run the gamut from mere

seeming protection, the values in question

comment from one of my female graduate

disappointment through seduction or even

“don’t last because our bodies don’t.” 4

students.

betrayal and humiliation, depending on

that, in spite of their

Back in that first class meeting when

the stakes. The risk is not only one-sided.

In ordinary life, authority is not

I realized that this philosophy of

Any parent of adolescents understands the

a thing. It is an interpretation

education class would be taught by a

politics of this, how much an excessive

process that seeks for itself the

woman, I couldn’t even look at you.

assertion of authority can risk one’s own,

solidity of a thing. 5
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Following Sennett, since mortality ever

the classroom and squarely in the political

propositional language to narrative if, after

threatens to infect our public world, the

arena. This is because, as professionals,

fascism, we are to find ways to restore

sought-for consolations of authority cannot

teachers are officers of the public. As such,

the political sphere back to the center of

defeat the passage of time. Notwithstanding

the teacher is best understood in the role

democratic societies. And though Dewey is

its imposing monuments, frustration

of citizen. Though they work from mutually

a profoundly discursive writer and effective

ultimately attends all efforts to transmit

uncongenial philosophical perspectives—

polemicist, his political writings also appeal

values intact to the next generation. Thus,

pragmatism in his case,

Sennett notices that authority is continually

phenomenology in

sought, and never more so than today when

hers—they both seriously

even absolutely indispensable institutions,

address the conditions

including schools, are under suspicion.

under which the speech
of citizen actors become

to metaphorical language

Attunement to sites of
our own daily actions,
verbal and nonverbal,
may reveal more about
ourselves and our
professional world
than all the scrutiny
of the subtexts of
federal and state
policy directives or the
defects of colleagues
in other settings.

as he aimed to create fresh
images of the possible. My
focus will be on their images
and narrative devices.
Nor am I up to a call for

Most adults, therefore, carefully insulate

deeds. Why turn to

themselves from most personal authority

thinkers whose concept

claims and those imposed by institutional

of citizenship is so

roles as well. Few teachers, however, would

central to their political

disown at least the external trappings of

thought in a discussion

their own professional authority, even those

on teacher authority?

who underplay that role in the classroom,

First, I want to bracket

or deny the need for authority in general.

out for the moment the

The unstated subtext, though, is that the

powerful contributions

legitimacy of teacher authority depends on

of structural/functional

demonstrated professional integrity. The

critiques and class analyses on the left, as

remains unstatable? Attunement to sites of

authorizing qualifications come down to

well as post-Nietzschean lines of inquiry.

our own daily actions, verbal and nonverbal,

relevant mastery of disciplinary knowledge,

And I believe that members of the educating

may reveal more about ourselves and our

classroom management skill, and ability to

professions should take cognizance of how

professional world than all the scrutiny of

implement human learning and development

much the narrowing redescription of the

the subtexts of federal and state policy

principles.

teaching profession depends on cutting away

directives or the defects of colleagues in

from it the “officer of the public” component

other settings.

For John Dewey and Hannah Arendt,

action. It seems to me that
a prior challenge looms,
namely, to interrogate our
own listening and speaking
practices within our local
institutional sites. What
typical styles of speech
are used in our schools?
What is being said—and not
said? What is assumed but

of the role.

The Problem with Language

however, the grounds for public teacher
authority, in democratic societies at least,

Hannah Arendt, in particular, often

reside not in teaching skill per se but outside

commented that we must turn away from
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tradition, the human subject, once

mortal. Such an outcome would portend the

placed the origin of human speaking deep

understood in masculinist terms and

collapse of all authority.

within human consciousness in what he
called the Ur Language. Access to this

confidently taken to be autonomous,
rational, and free, is on the ropes,

According to language philosopher James

language, prior to all human speaking could

his embodied human mind no longer

Edwards, Martin Heidegger and Ludwig

be accessed, he said, only by the stillness

representing the seat of knowledge.

Wittgenstein are the iconic philosophers of

of attentive listening, just as the Bible

Arendt thinks that this places teachers,

the linguistic turn who strove to “uncover

advised to listen for the still small voice

in particular, in a nearly impossible

a source of linguistic authority....authority

of a god. Again, this Ur Language speaks

conundrum. She notes that, like the schools

for what to say when....outside individual

to us. Whether we sign up for contingent

within which they labor, teachers draw their

consciousness altogether.” Wittgenstein

and decentered language games or the Ur

professional authority from this tradition,

described language as a loose congeries

language, either way the individual human

but that heritage has become irretrievably

of rule-governed games. There was no

speaker relates to language somewhat as

lost to us. For evidence of its impact on

sitting out these games, situated as they

a functionary, as one more spoken through

American education, she points out that

were in social life forms into which we are

than speaking. The attractiveness of these

while in the history of all human cultures

born and to which we become loyal. Nor

redescriptions lay in the fact that they

there can be found no more stable model

could one ever step outside all his or her

assured objective if modest sources for

for authority relations than that between

games to objectively test whether one’s

linguistic authority beyond subjective human

the adult and child, American culture seems

claims held worth or truth. There were no

consciousness. Subjective consciousness could

determined to break down that bond. 6

linguistically transcendent standards from

be dispensed with as the source of ethical and

which to authorize our practices. Soon,

epistemological authority. In any case, it was as

This declining confidence in authority

even the privileged position of empirical

though “there is an empty space where a figure

relations is accompanied by a similar

science lost its immunity, when it, too,

should be seen.”11

confusion about the nature of language.

came under examination as only one among

Philosophical movements launched in the

many other rule-governed language games.

Now Edwards may seem all too histrionic.

early 20th century had already responded

In Wittgenstein’s hands, the “enlightened

Feminists and cultural pluralists have

to a looming skepticism through urgent

self disappears into the constitutive

persuasively argued against reactionary grief

interrogations to determine if language itself

language game which it neither creates nor

upon the demise of Enlightenment Man. Should

was still “deserving of its right to be given

authorizes.”9

we not rather celebrate a new day of expanded

8

our trust.”7

democratic possibility? As Dewey taught, I,

As Edwards puts it, each individual must

too, retain confidence in mature subjectivity

In other words, can we believe that language

admit that “I do not make the words that

as socially achieved through rich and varied

provides verifiable access to the world?

make me.”10 Heidegger, not one to give up on

interactions. And I can live with a good enough

Perhaps language, too, would turn out to be

transcendent sources of authority altogether,

language to make reasonable sense of my life.
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Still, this anxiety is not trivial, nor should

But what were the prior impulses that

Tied as they are to our natural and social

Enlightenment Man pass entirely unmourned

first stimulated and then facilitated the

contexts, the products and tools of languaging

since the values associated with him cannot

organization of languages in the first place?

are correctible through methods of testing in
the world. Progress would be measured by

be simply jettisoned. In any case, no one
can claim with confidence that our post-

To answer this, Dewey resorts to one of his

increasing harmony and the richness of social

Enlightenment condition is ushering in a

own neologisms: languaging. The rise of

interaction.

better world. Nor should we be unmindful

language can be simply explained. Human

about how Enlightenment political ideas in

communities emerge as human from their

In Individualism Old and New, Dewey

general have been constitutive of struggles

preliterate status as co-appropriators and

introduces dramatic tension into his political

for liberty including those in the founding of

co-possessors of natural materials and

narrative by inserting a villain—the deceitful

the United States.

processes.

Sinners Abandoning the
Dangerous Outposts

14

Speech arises from the survival

appropriator of appropriation. He refers to this

needs of collaborative havers and makers in

collective identity as “the business mind.” 17

the world. As organized and stored meaning,

Under its aegis, distortions in communication

languaging thus evolved into a living ordering

can and in complex societies inevitably do

process through which “communication

occur. Both the material and symbolic goods

John Dewey grants ontological status

bec(ame) a constitutive ingredient of

held in common can become re-appropriated

to human language as a necessary

existential events.”15 The more complex the

for specious ends bent merely to private

condition of human sociality. For him,

practices, the more complex and sophisticated

advantage. He termed this state of affairs

our originating human speech act was

the languaging.

corporateness, under which unequal terms
of social cooperation are established and

not heroic in nature. It was rooted in
prelinguistic community noticings of

Put more succinctly in philosophical terms:

enforced. What had been held in common
comes under the domination of corporateness

distinctions between features of the natural
world during activities engaged in for

In direct contrast (to Aristotle)

where force is the primary method of

survival. As communicated, these could be

Dewey urges that political

governing.18 For Dewey, this stands as the

remembered and fixed in transmitted habits

and ethical practice become objects

paradigmatic social conflict of interest. To

of verbal notings In written form, they

of a theoretical science whose

thrive, wide participation in co-owning and

could be organized and stored indefinitely

end is the fabrication of verified

co-making is necessary for all societies, but

for use in future applications, even for

objects of knowledge.16

especially so for democratic societies. Our
duty therefore, is to wrest control from this

future generations not yet present to
the community.

12

“Of all affairs,” he said,

Languaging manifests the social and natural

business mentality.19

“communication is the most wonderful;”

capacity of human collectives to organize, first

wonderful because its power to transforms

for survival in a precarious world, then for

Corporateness may be formidable but it

mere contiguity into a single shared world. 13

consummative aesthetic and ethical values.

cannot own all owning. As thieves parasitic
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on common goods, symbolic as well as

But who is to do this, and how does it

for Dewey the deadliest of all public sins

material, distorted languaging occludes our

happen? Here, Dewey’s reluctant hero steps

since one benefits from methods of force

direct access to this paradigmatic conflict,

gingerly to the plate. In Individualism: Old

while denying any collusion. This abdication

which therefore recedes from public speech.

and New and in The Public and Its Problems,

poses the most serious danger to the

When the true terms of human cooperation

Dewey puts the burden squarely on the

republic.

are lost to speech, societies are racked

uncertain shoulders of the individual citizen

by ramifying pseudoconflicts of interest

actor. It is surprising to notice how heavily

This frail citizen, crushed between competing

masking the real conflict that endlessly

he relies on biblical imagery in these works

social forces of interest in himself and in his

generates them. Where civilization itself

to describe the citizen’s predicament. Just

world, is left to participate with like others

becomes at stake, other symptoms of

as there is a business mentality, there is

in the job of reconstruction. After all, as

decline include atomized individuals in mass

also a citizen mentality. The citizen mind,

Dewey says, the public “has no hands except

societies, aesthetic and ethical coarsening,

though, is at a real disadvantage because it

for those of individual human beings…”22 In

and a frantic pursuit of short-lived and

is structured by an irreducible internal conflict

democratic societies, this poses the essential

ultimately unsatisfying pleasures.

between private desires and the general

educational problem—how to shape character

public interest. For Dewey, this stands as

so “such hands . . . will be animated by

How, under these conditions, can we

a paradigm for all human consciousness,

‘regard for social ends.’”23 Dewey never lost

set things right and reclaim the world?

ever caught between lesser immediate,

faith in the high hopes he placed in public

By reconstructing ethical co-making and

and more worthy reflected upon, desires.

professional educators for this task—as

co-owning communities, of course. As

When one acts as an officer of the public,

teachers and as citizens. Together, as co-

“forms of collective fabrication,” Dewey’s

however, these internal personal conflicts

speakers of the citizen mind, they could

ethical acts are counterappropriative. 20

bear heavily on the outcome of public events

construct the ethical communities that formed

Reconstructed situations have force in the

and the direction of the world of affairs. In

beachheads against the territories of force.

honorific sense as living linguistic artifacts

Experience and Nature, Dewey concedes that

“The local is the ultimate universal, and as

inserted into the sociopolitical landscape.

that:

near an absolute as exists.” 24 Dialogue and

Under the very worst conditions, even

The Old Adam, the unregenerate

vital interplay depend on listening in local

private acts of ethical reconstructions, in

element in human nature persists.

communities of interest because

families for example, in private schools, and

It shows itself wherever the

The connections of the ear with

even in the corporate order, may claim back

method obtains of attaining results

outgoing thought and emotion

ground from the coercive order. There are

by the use of force instead of

are immensely closer and more

always spaces, Dewey thinks, from which

by the method of communication

varied than the eye. Vision is

groups may insert ethical community, and

and enlightenment. 21

a spectator; hearing is a

once established, they need no further
external warrant.

participator. Publication is partial
To succumb to this trait is to commit sloth,

and the public which results is
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partially informed. . . . 25

We would all, yes, we really wanted to hear

not common enough. She changed all our

what she had to say. I know I did. Something

subsequent conversations in that class. We

important of hers had been exposed, not

were more honest with far less routine self

only her thoughts, but her unfettered

monitoring. By speaking up she had inspired

After being absent with the flu for a whole

judgment, and therefore her character. It

what Dewey would call vital interplay and

week one semester, I introduced a new topic

was all out there.

Arendt would call the revelation of character

Arendt and the Narrated Self

for discussion to my small undergraduate

by an actor/speaker She broke up the

honors class of 11 students. Very anxious to

Many years later I happened to encounter

familiar rule that to be safe in the face of

start and overjoyed to be back, I peppered

this same student, now in graduate school,

formal authority, one must at all costs guard

the air with what I thought were stimulating

on her way to class in

questions. And as it turned out this time,

Graham Hall. I knew

they were! But mostly I continued talking

her immediately. This

to myself. I would pose a question and then

would turn out to be the

answer it myself at some length. Meanwhile,

second time she stopped

at least 10 hands were waving wildly for my

me short. As we passed,

attention right in front of my nose. Filled with

she suddenly turned

antihistamines, and so much enjoying myself,

toward me with, “Dr.

I hardly even noticed. Finally, one student,

Miranda, I remember.”

a young woman, usually a meek participant,

We both laughed. I told her that what I

for who she wished to become and for our

stood up and said quietly but with repressed

remembered was an embarrassing lesson

class, let in some fresh air.

rage, “What makes you think we only want to

delivered at her hands. “You know,” she said,

hear what you have to say?”

“I needed your embarrassment then and you

If Hannah Arendt were here listening, she

let us see it. And I have always remembered

would understand the revelatory moment

All 10 hands went down. I was so

that day because I learned something. I

for that student and also the changes in

overwhelmed at first that I was afraid to say

said what I thought, and even if things got

classroom discussion. To stand up before

a word, and now all were silent. Unusually

awkward, so what? I spoke up for myself,

one’s equals and place one’s judgment on

studious heads were bent with eyes fixated on

and that has made such a difference in who

the public table takes courage, because

their notebooks. No eye contact at all except

I am now.”

nobody knows “whom he reveals when

social self-revelation as

By speaking up she had
inspired what Dewey
would call vital interplay
and Arendt would call the
revelation of character by
an actor/speaker.

the sine qua non of the
successful career. Over
subsequent years, the
student renarrated this
incident to herself, no
doubt to others, and likely
to her own students. From
it she had derived lessons

for hers on mine. She was still standing frozen

he discloses himself. . . .” 26 The student’s

in place, and I could see that she was the

This is just a little teacher story, the kind we

speech act was self-revealing, courageous,

most surprised person in the room. I managed

all like to tell from a safe distance about our

and also completely unplanned. It introduced

to stammer something to the effect that of

near misses. Indignation expressed to an

surprise into the situation for all parties. The

course, she was absolutely right.

instructor in class, however appropriate, is

originality of Hannah Arendt’s political
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thought lay in her refusal to describe political

all different. Political space in a democratic

Writing in the 1950s and 1960s, Arendt’s

action as a form of mastery. And though

republic is that preserved sphere of activity

trenchant critiques of American educational

the European tradition had been lost, she

where we, as citizens, stand as equals. It is

ideas under Dewey’s influence are terse and

mined it like a pearl diver to retrieve past

in this public sphere of equality and freedom

to the point. First, she thinks it outrageous

treasures which might guide a new world. I

that we truly reveal who we are.

for the public school officials to set about
“forming” the character of its children to

cannot today go into her rich and complex
philosophy in general. Instead, I propose

The Shoah set Hannah Arendt’s philosophy

fit their particular worldview. In The Crisis

to highlight some of her trenchant critiques

in the direction to make plurality a keystone

in Education, she points out that this

of educational practice in the United States

of her political thought. Her driving question

amounts to striking from children’s hands

under the unhelpful influence of John Dewey.

after World War II was how it would be

their birthright to shape the future. 28 In

possible to go on. How could we become

addition, we would do well to shed the

Born to an assimilated German Jewish family,

reconciled to a world where we now knew

entire unfortunate framework of Deweyan

Hannah Arendt was forced to flee the Nazis

that such things can happen? Amazingly,

pragmatism. The Ivory Tower of Common

as a young woman, first to France and then

among the ruins of continental civilization

Sense, a review essay written on the occasion

to the United States. Though mentored by

after the death camps she chose loyalty to

of the re-publication of Dewey’s Problems of

German philosophers, she discarded the

the world of action, the public world, because

Men, says it all. She notes how impossible it

Continental penchant for universals like man,

it had been the public under totalitarianism

was to either agree or to disagree with him.

insisting that the primary political condition

that made such acts possible. The task

In spite of his insistence that communication

of human life resided in human plurality.27

was to replace the political sphere where it

become “a constitutive ingredient of existential

Prattling on about Enlightenment Man, either

belonged, at the center of public life.

events” as noted earlier, what could be more

to cheer or mourn his passing would be silly

obvious to honest minds than that so far these

since “Man has never lived in this world,

We can think of the whole corpus of her

ideas have had “no bearing at all on existential

only men do.” Endless numbers of mortals—

work as an effort to reclaim the political, the

events”? 29

desiring, fragile, and questing beings—

open space where equal speaking subjects

continually appear and pass out of this world.

contend with one another through words and

Arendt identifies three reasons for this. As an

Arendt placed her emphasis not on our

deeds in order to form judgments with the

early 20th century framework for legitimating

mortality, but on natality. Human birth is

power to shape events. She recognized that

education professional authority, the logic of

unique in that it introduces something totally

the holocaust would not be the final example

instrumentalism held sway. Due to its inherent

new to the world, a being never before or

of state terror now that its utility, including

violence, no procedural logic could be less

after to be replicated. Natality marks our

against a statesman’s own populace, had

appropriate for the educational enterprise.

distinctive human capacity all our lives to

been historically established for would-be

Under it, authoritative policy language took

begin again, to do something new. Because

rulers.

on an “in order to” logic; as in “Do X under

we are all the same in these respects, we are

condition Y in order to achieve or avoid Z.”
(cont.)
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Usually, this language sought to avoid evil (i.e.,

authority from their experience. This empty

bureaucracy as rule by no one. What

low standards, injustice, declining workplace

space is filled up by intellectuals who love

characterizes this institution on a daily basis

skills, or exclusion of the differently abled).

superfluous ideas. Because of the enormous

is a constant “almost automatic shifting

Though well intentioned, all this rests on the

housekeeping complexities in managing the

of responsibility.”32 This is abetted by the

false assumption that we can only know what

social state, policymakers really have no

constant use of descriptive terms taken

we make.

other choice as they struggle for ways to

from the natural sciences, misusing them

manage the domestic economy household.

metaphorically, as though the bureaucracy

Some examples make this clear. One

Experts seem to float above all in what

were an organism. Take systems, for

obviously cannot make a building without

some have come to call “Thoughtless

example, drawn from biology or medicine.

30

killing a few trees. You

Tanks,” where they

To describe organizations this way is, again,

cannot make an omelet

strive to buttress

simply false. Worse, it encourages people

preferred policies

to interpret themselves as, for example,

through research and

functionaries analogous to the respiratory

development grants.

system in the body. But the fact that

Which among the

bureaucracies are routinized and hierarchical

competing knowledge

does not make them systems. Bureaucracies

claims deserve

set out to defeat the plurality and feared

support? As they sift

chaos of the political. But, like Dewey, Arendt

through bloviated

does not believe that they are monolithic.

without breaking a few
eggs.31 You certainly cannot
make a revolution without
killing a few people. And
you cannot achieve an
equitable society without
wresting children from their
schools and communities

Instrumentalism
should be left in the
domain of work where
it is appropriate and
kept out of political
discourse, including
educational discourse.

and transporting them

language to design

across town, thereby discounting the

a coherent policy response, legislators are

In any case, individuals working within them

educational authority of their own families.

entrapped in an out-of-touch self-referential

deserve no pass on their duties as citizens.

Instrumentalism should be left in the domain

policy language. Finally, instrumental thought

In a political democracy, there is only

of work where it is appropriate and kept out

is simply false when applied to interest

consent, but no such thing as obedience.

of political discourse, including educational

groups as though they were fabricated

Self-described cogs are still men, and each is

discourse.

artifacts and therefore appropriate objects

always responsible for his consent. 33 It makes

of theoretical knowledge. Symbols are not

sense, then, to hold citizens responsible not

Second, policymakers, working under the

artifacts, revolutions are never “constructed,”

only for what they do, but also for what they

same logic, have been forced to rely on

and men do not make themselves.

support by their silence.

between themselves and those professionals

For Arendt, a nefarious force in all this is

Arendt reminds us that it is the distinctly

on the ground, who, every day, address

the burgeoning bureaucracies that work to

human fate that “as long as we live, we must

urgent problems and can speak with

reinforce this kind of talk. Arendt defines

live with ourselves.” 34 Arendt holds up a

so-called educational experts, interposed
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counter institution to bureaucratic common

won and confidence in educational order

It is a short step from imagining ourselves to

sense when she notes that all this

restored.

be replaceable parts of a system to believing

functionalist thinking comes to a sudden

that no real action can be generated from

halt the moment you enter a courtroom.

Nancy Fraser, a political theorist and Arendt

individual schools understood as termini

“No Zeitgeist (or) Oedipus Complex . . .

scholar, shows how this works as a two-step

of the imagined system. Since we wish to

indicate(s) that you are not a man but a

process to master the unpredictability of

be where the action is, but believe that

function of something and hence yourself

democratic politics. 37 First, those on the front

those centers are elsewhere, we come to

an exchangeable thing rather than a

lines of human services work are positioned as

underestimate the “reality” of our own

somebody—breaks down.” 35

petitioners, seeking approval
for their continued place.

settings. And this

It makes sense, then, to
hold citizens responsible
not only for what they
do, but also for what they
support by their silence.

is manifested as

This theatrical metaphor is more appropriate

They are supplied with formal

than a biological one because the theater and

standardized conventions and

the courts are part of the political domain.

vocabulary within which they

Courtrooms display “an ordered discourse of

must couch their petitions.

accusation, defense, and judgment where the

These vocabularies are ill-

standard for judgment in the political arena

matched to their natural and

encourages an

is not love for self or for neighbor, (and I

professional speech which

astonishing passivity

would add here, for child), but self respect.”

indifference to
speech—our own
and that of others
as well. Much of
the resulting ennui

expresses itself, not in terms of “in order to,”

with respect to enacting our professional

but rather “for the sake of.” Depending on the

values while all the while enjoining others—

nature of the service in question, the entity’s

the legislature, the board, preprofessional

language may or may not lend itself to a

teachers, parents, and so on and on—to do

production oriented vocabulary.

so.

anxiety about language that earlier on

In other words, Fraser says, they are

Dewey locates teacher authority in the

moved all of the philosophers consulted

required to construct a text. Once approved,

ethical collaboration of local collectives;

in this address. In Arendt’s description,

this text stands as a representation of

Arendt locates teacher authority in the

representative experts from all sectors of the

the work to external constituencies and

teacher’s commitment to the political,

social state arrive at a discursively agreed

eventually structures even informal internal

that is to the preservation of public space.

upon set of rules and criteria. The effect

communication. Thus it literally infects the

Their counter position to the sophisticated

of this has been to subsume very different

linguistic setting in alienating ways. Further,

bureaucratic endorsement of “savvy” is a

educational settings and missions under a

it erects a whole new form of expert

serious citizenly commitment to the world

general set of rules. It is believed that if

knowledge: pride in the savvy to negotiate

of political action. In spite of their many

successful, the struggle for mastery will be

“the system.”

differences, their thinking bears one striking

36

Discussion: No Place But Here
My hunch is that the current standards
reform movement reflects the very same
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Response to “The Crisis of Teacher Authority”
Jim Merritt - Northern Illinois University

W

e need not look far to find reason

for Wilma Miranda’s concern for teacher

in which every word has its counterpart, its
essence in reality.

authority. Reason enough in the No Child
Left Behind Act of Congress, an act clearly

As for myself on Step Two, I can offer what

unconstitutional—that document gives

I perceive as data relevant to the crisis in

Congress no power to legislate on education.

teacher authority. The most predominant

This makes Congress a dictator of theory on

datum is the fact that never before in my

good schools.

long career have I said, “We do need to
attend to the crisis in teacher authority.” This

With what authority do I choose a method for

testimony is evidence of the excellence of

responding to Wilma’s account of the crisis

Wilma’s paper. She does what philosophers

in teacher authority? My choice is Dewey’s

of education should do, namely, assert a

Complete Act of Thought—the so-called

matter of concern in the totality of education

problem-solving steps.

needing attention.

Step One: Wilma has given us ample

As a young teacher in the 1930’s, my concern

considerations that make clear the nature of

with authority was in terms of wanting to do

not “the problem,” but the disturbing set of

what I should do. I trusted the bulky course

affairs.

of study the district provided. The error I
made was to perceive the child as basically a

And she has, in accordance to Step Two,

dutiful, somewhat passive, attentive person.

given ample data relevant to this, not

This got me in trouble, and I was confronted

problem but crisis. Very dominant is her

with the principles of progressive education—

telling us that our language is anything

which in time I accepted.

but a clearly understood instrument for
analyzing this crisis of teacher authority. Our

In graduate school I was taught the value

language is a human invention, imperfectly

of scientific study of education—a body

understood—all we have if we are to know

of theory offering more than progressive

what we need to know to get something like

education. I obliged with a dissertation

a confident grasp on this crisis. Wilma uses

demonstrating that the social issues

content from Wittgenstein to make clear that

presented to sixth graders could be much

language is not a one-to-one resource

upgraded.
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In a sabbatical I became immersed in the

Thus I ask how to describe this crisis

much on improving local schooling. Yet they

analytic philosophy at Cambridge University

politically. One glaringly evident element is

did not give something like good advice for

and later discovered that Israel Scheffler had

that the federal government has become

the board to consider. How better might

brilliantly organized that school of thought—

a dictator on what makes a school a good

they have acted? I am in favor of enlisting a

his first book Language of Education.

school. A good school is one whose pupils

school of education in getting better control

average out with good test scores. We need

on how to use the language of education. I

I found his approach very useful in my desire

to confront this injustice philosophically and

would add Whitehead’s Modes of Thought to

to offer good theory. The major point of my

politically.

those we need to understand the nature of

teaching was to assert that teachers needed
a clear identity with theory. I presented this

language.
The crisis is aggravated by the fact that

to the Midwest Philosophy of

teachers give insufficient

Is there a policy about our teaching children

Education Society. A colleague

attention to the theories

which is relevant to this crisis in teacher

relevant to their efforts.

authority? Wilma has published a paper in

As a young teacher I was

Thresholds (2007) in which she recounts how

required to write “lesson

she got her fifth graders attentive to their

plans” in hopes I would be

use of language. She asked them to assemble

clear on what methods I

a list of words they could spell perfectly

would use. Suppose I had

and then to follow up with a story using the

told me the paper impressed
him; but the crucial fact
is that we were unable to
conduct a relevant follow-up
dialogue. Why was that so? I

The major point of
my teaching was to
assert that teachers
needed a clear
identity with theory.

believe that the culture of our
college was dominated by efforts to be either

been required to briefly indicate statements

words. The result must have been a happy

or both good progressive teacher educators

of theory relevant to what I wanted to teach?

sharing of efforts to write fiction. What else

or good scientists studying education. We

The result could have been more dialogue

might we do to alert children in their creative

were oblivious to what Wilma points out as

with colleagues on why we were trying to

use of language? I think first of the children

the offerings of Wittgenstein, Hannah Arendt,

teach what we wanted to teach.

who habitually get the lowest scores on

and Martin Heidegger.

these national tests. What can teachers do
We need more dialogue between boards of

to help these children live with themselves

Step Three in Dewey’s Complete Act of

education and schools of education. I served

in the light of these low scores? Whitehead

Thought is to offer a definitive definition

on an advisory committee for our local

has said, “Expression is the greatest of the

of the problem after having assembled

DeKalb school board. One member told me

sacraments.”

sufficient data. Thus I find the problem to be

he favored abolishing boards of education,

this: “Can we formulate a policy on efforts

but he did not follow through by asking

I suggest a revision in our requirements for

to analyze language relevant to the crisis in

the committee to accept that idea. This

receiving any degree in education, namely,

teacher authority?”

committee spent much effort considering

have it that any graduate must write an
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essay on the sources of his or her authority

data relevant to teacher authority? Even a

to teach. Such requirement could lead to a

teacher educator who feels his record is far

college climate of enlightened opinion on

from perfect has the option to express the

teacher authority.

pertinent facts of his career; such effort, I
believe, can extend one’s longevity.

Suppose Plato had not bothered to put in
writing full details on Socrates’ teaching? If

So, Wilma, congratulations on staying alive

such had not happened our
heritage in pursuit of liberal
ideas would likely have been
much impoverished. Socrates’
maxim that the “unexamined
life is not worth living” has
inspired thousands of scholars.
But we need think of maxims
in connection with the
potential resources for coping
with the crisis in teacher
authority. We have thousands

philosophically despite

We have thousands
of retired teachers
and teacher
educators—yet
only a few bother
to keep in touch
as one would hope
emeritus faculty
would want to.

demanding administrative
duties. Your paper is
among the best of these
lectures. May you enjoy
the forthcoming follow-up
dialogue it deserves.

of retired teachers and teacher
educators—yet only a few bother to keep in
touch as one would hope emeritus faculty
would want to.
In my case, the Fund for Philosophy of
Education has given me a very practical focus
to continually address some problems on the
theory of teacher education. I have been
helped by feeling I have been forgiven by a
loving God for the injustices and sins I have
committed. Can I do anything to get more

Reference

retired professionals involved in giving us

Miranda, Wilma. (2007). “Philosophy as a
can of worms: Finding my intellectual allies.”
Thresholds, Vol. 33:2-3,4-8.
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A Pedagogical Imperative of Pedagogical
Imperatives
Lewis R. Gordon - Temple University

L

et me begin by saying how honored I

for what brought me to the academy in the

absorb the pressure of a heart beat and

am to be a recipient of the James and Helen

first place. The story is as follows. I was

more abstract matters such as whether there

Merritt Distinguished Service Award for

working as a professional musician, playing

would be a pure Being if all material things

Contributions to the Philosophy of Education.

drums and sometimes piano, before going

and all energy ceased.

Thank you, members of the selection

to college. My decision to go to college

committee, for publicly announcing such

was personal, not

recognition of my work, and thank you to

academic. I wanted

James and Helen Merritt for founding this

to spend more time

award. A travesty in the academy has been

with my girlfriend.

the derision of critical thought, of reflection,

Playing jazz, blues,

in the study of education, especially with

funk, and being in

regard to its significance for the cultivation of

the orchestra pit for

citizenship and human well-being. To choose

some off-Broadway

to honor those whose life work is devoted to

theater meant

thinking, to those activities that transform

performing on many long nights, and since

stereotype would have it, there were, and

the human animal into the human being

the income was low, spending many long

continue to be, too many distractions in

through a transition from sign to symbol, to

days in minimum-wage jobs.

the lives of Black children, especially those

Yes, I was an odd kid.

Good faith is not the opposite
of bad faith. What is needed is
attention to the critical norms
of evidence, of criteria by
which good judgment comes
about.

choose such in times where nothing is more

I did not realize that,
however, because of
how absorbed I was
with such matters.
Today, such interests
would seem even more
odd in virtue of my
also being Black. As

living, as I had, in the “inner city,” namely,

feared in our nation’s political life than an

At first, I enrolled in many of my girlfriend’s

the Bronx, that should have made such

informed public, is an act that goes beyond

classes, but the experience reminded me of

absorption impossible. But I should add that

intelligence to the realm of wisdom.

how much I loved to write. I had devoted

my own experiences varied because, being

much time to writing in my childhood. That

raised by my young mother who was also

As Dr. Linda O’Neill, a member of the

energy was spent on genres ranging from

taking care of my brothers and extended

committee, would attest, our correspondence

short stories to novellas, and on exploratory

relatives, my family moved a lot. I can think

after notification of my selection reveals my

essays on matters such as how blood vessels

of only one home in which I have lived

profound gratitude for being acknowledged
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Lewis R. Gordon & Helen Merritt

longer than three years, and that occurred in

I took as many courses as I could and

That enthusiasm led to my becoming a New

my recent adult life.

was eventually invited to participate in an

York City high school teacher in the 1980s

experimental honors program, the Lehman

and to my creating The Second Chance

Writing, then, functioned as a multitude of

Scholars Program, an offer I almost declined

Program, a resource for in-school truants at

things that included the ongoing narrative

but for the director’s love for jazz. I heard

Lehman High School. Given the challenges

of life. Reality, in other words, continued

some Charlie Parker (it may have been the

raised in teaching such students, the

through layers of written realizations.

composition “Confirmation”) playing on his

principal had told me that a 10% retention

Although I never kept a diary, my writing

old LP player in his office and struck up a

rate would have been sufficient for the

and thinking became one. I even considered

conversation with him on jazz. Two years

success of the program. It was fortunate that

music a continuation of writing.

later, I graduated through that program

I was young, enthusiastic, and naïve.

with the wealth of experience and skills of
So, attending college, where I was expected

a liberal arts education, which I have not

All that enabled me to try things that many

to write, and write often, was not a burden

tired of sharing and from which I continue to

thought would fail, and the results were,

but an affirmation of something I held dear.

learn.
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instead, an 85% rate of retention of those

dissertation on bad faith and antiblack

is a consciousness that is ashamed of itself.

students completing high school. I was

racism. That work was subsequently

Shame, as we know, is about being seen in

asked to write up a study of the program,

expanded and published at a time when

doing what we would prefer remain hidden.

which I did, but it struck me that there

there was much pressure to examine

To be “seen” calls for the perspective of

were several dimensions of my work with

human reality in oversimplified extremes of

another or others. Bad faith, then, is also

those students that I could not formulate

structures without individuals on the one

about anxiety, and at times fear, of what

in that report. How does one quantify

hand and individuals devoid of structural

evidence reveals, for the latter is a species

and thematize, in my
limited understanding
of social scientific
assessment at the time,
that my colleagues and I
succeeded by respecting
the humanity of our
students?
The answers were not
available to me then. I

A travesty in the
academy has been
the derision of critical
thought, of reflection, in
the study of education,
especially with regard to
its significance for the
cultivation of citizenship
and human well-being.

decided to explore them

realities, negative and

of revelation: It is an uncovering of that

positive, on the other.

which unveils additional things. Acts of

I characterized these

disclosure, of unconcealment, bring things to

extremes as forms

the fore that call for us to make decisions.

of bad faith. They

They exemplify a concept in philosophy of

involved allegiance to

education that is presented perhaps more

false views of reality,

often than any other, namely, that of being

the consequence of

critical. The words critic, critique, criterion,

which was a set of lies

and critical come from the ancient Greek

about ourselves. Social

word krinein, which means “to choose” and

structures without

“to decide.” To do this, one must judge or

individuals could only

make a judgment. And to make a judgment,

in the world of philosophy, at the time

exist where they are not dependent upon

one must be informed, so one must consider

thinking that Aristotle’s theory of potentiality

the activities of living people, of creatures

the things that will compel one’s judgment.

offered much fruit for such inquiry. It was

with agency and their day-to-day activities.

Thus, the related word krités (judge) bring

thus the case that problems of philosophy

Individuals without structures would

everything together with kritérion, which is

of education and its relation to the human

have to have been born “whole,” so to

used to make judgments. A striking thing

condition, of what it means to be a human

speak. That human beings have to acquire

about the Greek origins is how this unfolding

being, were preoccupations of mine from the

language, a social skill, proves that we are

understanding of judgment and evidence,

beginning of my graduate school career.

developmental and highly social-dependent

that which appears and compels seeing what

creatures. Both extremes, in other words,

needs to be seen, is connected. Another

I offer this autobiographical narrative

collapse under the weight of their own

word sharing etymological roots with krinein

because I see a great deal of commitments

contradictions.

have come full circle in my receiving this

is crisis. But here, the more anxiety-ridden
dimensions of having to choose come to the

award. It was announced to me at a time

One of the dimensions of bad faith is that it

fore: In a crisis, we face making decisions we

in which I was reflecting on work over the

hates to be revealed as what it is. The closer

wish not to make. We attempt to freeze time,

past two decades. You see, my professional

bad faith comes to seeing itself, the more

to stop the future, because that difficult

academic career was inaugurated by my

enraged it becomes. That is because it

choice lurks within the coming moment.
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In some cases, the choice to be made

Our epistemological development, what we

must, in phenomenological language, be

is not very clear, for the outcomes are

learn and thereby come to know, is another

intersubjective.

unpredictable, but we know that whether

way of referring to our education. Many of us

good or bad, either instantiation carries

are familiar with the etymology of education, in

We are drawn into a dimension of reality

with it, by virtue of our decision, our

the Latin infinitive educare, to bring up, which

when we recognize and respect a world of

responsibility.

in turn is related to educere, to bring out or to

others. We learn that our inner life echoes

lead. Both terms suggest assisting another in

outer meaning, and we face bringing in

Bad faith is an effort to hide from

the process of maturation, of growth. The goal

layers of reality as understood within the

responsibility. For the purpose of this lecture,

of education, read in this way, is to transform

framework of human experience. Let us call

this anxiety brings an ethical dimension

children into adults. But, as our discussion of

this intersubjective framework of experience

to our epistemological

bad faith reveals, some, if

the social world. In bad faith, we attempt to

demands, to our theory

not most, of us are afraid

hide from the social world. A way of hiding

of the responsibility of adult

from that world is to dehumanize it. We treat it

life. Education, then, is also a

as an ossified structure, as an unyielding force

struggle against bad faith.

against which our decisions do not matter. If

and practices of producing
knowledge. Bad faith here
becomes our attempt to hide
from the responsibility we have

We face the first of
many pedagogical
imperatives: to make
ourselves intelligent.

as producers and discoverers
of knowledge.

our actions make no difference, how, then, can
This task of education is

we be responsible for them? I have never been

linked to several matters that I cannot develop

ashamed to call my work humanistic. It is an

in this lecture but shall present in short

admission for which I have received criticism

Although I am using the language of ethics, I

form in the hope of enough discussion time

in the postmodern academy. My argument,

should like to remind everyone that bad faith is

for elaboration. The first is that we may be

however, was, and continues to be, that failure

not always unethical and immoral. In a society

tempted to reformulate this task as an effort

to articulate the human dimensions of human

in which nearly everyone is afraid of judgment,

to develop good faith. One can, however, avoid

phenomena leads to acts of evasion that often

the idea of being criticized as such rallies forces

reality in good faith, as I have suggested with

collapse into repression. To make human

of resistance, of (as is by now obvious) bad

trauma. One could choose in good faith never

beings into what we are not requires rallying

faith, but a retreat into bad faith makes sense

to grow up. As instances mount, the inevitable

our social forces against us. I characterized

in abusive situations. It also makes sense in a

realization makes its appearance: Good faith

this in my first book as institutional bad faith. It

paradoxical admission: Sometimes we seek bad

is also a form of bad faith. Good faith is not

involves constructing norms, rationalizations,

faith as a refuge against an unbearable fact

the opposite of bad faith. What is needed is

social edifices, symbols, places, and anything

(e.g., the loss of a loved one). The reflections

attention to the critical norms of evidence, of

that could influence social life in ways that

offered here are not condemnations of people

criteria by which good judgment comes about.

facilitate self-deception and the erosion of the

who do such. Most of us must prepare ourselves

Being evidential, these norms must appear in

human spirit. As expected, a prime example of

to take on—which often involves returning to—

their nakedness, they must be revealed, which

this is what has been done to many schools,

trauma. The ethical concern here is toward our

in principle means that they must transcend

but especially public ones. The recent emphasis

epistemological claims and their development.

the self into its relationship with others. They

on testing, in, for example, the No Child Left
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Behind national policy, is an effort to make

American philosophy or in African philosophy

Research and scholarship have received

thought routine and devoid of critical

courses versus those listed simply as

much derision in American political life in

reflection. The logical consequence of a

“Philosophy” or “Introduction to Philosophy”

recent times. There have been attacks on

generally unthinking public is now our fate.

or even, as is oddly more acceptable,

research universities, especially by political

And it is so at a time when humanity is

“Anglo-Analytical Philosophy” or “Continental

agitators demanding the reprimanding of

facing unparalleled ecological, economic, and

Philosophy” or “Ancient Philosophy.” The last

professors who expect students to expand

political dangers. We face the first of many

two often require the adjective “European”

their historical and political horizons. In

pedagogical imperatives: to make ourselves

and “Greek” or “Greek and Latin” to become

typical bad faith, these agents of naysay

intelligent. Jane Anna Gordon and I raised

precise. In African philosophy and African

claim actually to be defending an expansion

the concept of a pedagogical imperative

American philosophy courses, students often

of civic discourse through what they call

in our introduction to A
Companion to AfricanAmerican Studies, which
Jane Anna Gordon has also
discussed in her article
“Beyond Anti-Elitism:
Black Studies and the
Pedagogical Imperative.”
It was introduced in the

African American
philosophy is
considered a subfield
of philosophy, but
in African American
Studies, philosophy
enters as a subfield.

Companion to make

draw upon resources in

“balance.” But this so-called balance is

philosophy beyond things

often reduced to the political identity

African or African American.

of professors, as though one’s political

In other words, there is a

identity is like one’s racial, ethnic, gender,

constant reminder of the

or sexual identity. Although an exception

scope of the inquiry. In

could always be found for each rule about

the other approaches, the

human communities, we should remember

discussion is often offered

that thinking often challenges one’s political

by proponents as though the

views over time, and in other times involves

other perspectives did not and

holding a variety of political positions on

explicit what was implicit in the outrage we

do not exist, or as though if they were to exist,

different issues across a spectrum. A forced

noticed many students felt toward correlated

they would be illegitimate. There, universality

“balance” promises to become a superficial

disciplines that were subfields of African

is espoused through denial of its limit; it is

imposition of other factors on thought, and

American Studies but of which the latter was

a rejection of the “outside” by denying its

the adjustments and at times acts of coercion

often presented as a subfield. For example,

existence. Reality, from such an approach, is

necessary to create such a result will divert

African American philosophy is considered

constantly contracting. The students’ outrage

the energies of research to begin with. It is,

a subfield of philosophy, but in African

is stimulated, however, by the realization of

in other words, a disruption of a relationship

American Studies, philosophy enters as a

what I shall call epistemological laziness in the

by which critical reflection may come about.

subfield. In more prosaic form, the discipline

case of some instructors and willful ignorance

That there is fear of critical thinking today

of philosophy is supposed to be universal

in those of others. It is from realizing that the

means that these disruptions are efforts to

whereas the field of African American

educator has not made the effort to learn and

saturate our educational institutions with bad

philosophy is supposed to be particular.

appreciate the scope of reality. Rephrased:

faith. As many of us already know, there are

What we noticed was that students were

Part of teaching is learning. To teach, one

many scholars who no longer discuss certain

often surprised at the array of critical

must learn, but not just learn. One must also

subjects in their classrooms, and these are

questions they could discuss in African

learn to learn.

often matters in which they are at times
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the leading experts. Philosophers among us

of the wishes from which his

are, is decadent. I call it disciplinary

may immediately think of Kant’s categorical

phantasies spring are such as have to

decadence. In its various forms, disciplinary

imperative when I speak of pedagogical

be entirely hidden; therefore he is

decadence involves turning away from reality

imperatives. Kant, as some of us know,

ashamed of his phantasies as being

through a variety of obsessive absolutes.

thought much about maturation as well,

childish and as something prohibited.

We could make our methods deontological,

especially in his reflection on enlightenment.

(pp. 36–37).

by which I mean treating them as absolute

I do not always agree with Kant, but I do

imperatives. The problem is that our

agree with him on more matters than I often

We see here some of

expect. The question of maturation gains its

Freud’s familiar concerns

categorical character from the silliness of

about frustration and

posing the question to the immature. To the

repression. But we also

child, it is a question for which appreciation

see an insight into adult

and gratitude belong to the future self.

life often overlooked: that

Freud, by the way, in his essay “The Relation

adulthood and maturation

of the Poet to Daydreaming,” reflected:

are not always identical.

“The play of children is determined by their

A difference between an adult and a child

worse, may cease to exist, which would

wishes—really by the child’s one wish, which

is that the former is responsible for her or

make attachment to the method impractical

is to be grown-up, the wish that helps to

his maturation. The child wants it; the adult

at best and neurotic at worst. In the case

‘bring him up’” (p. 36).

must, often begrudgingly, accept it. This

of the latter, the method has become a

is so for the adult because of the ever-

substitute for reality, and the practitioner

I love Freud’s candor. The connection of this

incomplete reality of being human. The

attempts to squeeze reality into the method,

observation to the thoughts presented in this

child knows that it must become she or he

and the discipline, or even more perverse,

lecture should be apparent. He offers some

who in turn is to become something more.

the subfield of the disciplines. One’s

insight to the disruptions, to the bad faith, of

But the adult is always not-quite-there, and

perspective, in this instance, becomes the

which I have been speaking:

the determination of what it is to become

world, and more extreme: all of reality. It

methods are often developed

The ability to know
and understand us
without harming
us is a profound
act of love.

as a response to problems
posed by reality. But the
piece of reality addressed
by a method, especially one
that generated a particular
discipline, may only be
part of a larger puzzle, or

must be taken on more than given. Reality,

logically ceases to be intersubjective. Frantz

[The child] always plays at being

the adult discovers, is always bigger than

Fanon, the revolutionary philosopher and

grown-up; in play he imitates what is

any of us. Save G-d. But we do not have to

psychiatrist from Martinique, identified this

known to him of the lives of adults.

discuss that here since this is a human story,

methodological problem as entailing a form

Now he has no reason to conceal this

not a theological or metaphysical one.

of epistemological colonization. It involves

wish. With the adult it is otherwise; on

the generation of colonizing practices at the

the one hand, he knows that he is

In more recent writings, I have argued that

expected not to play any longer or to

a failure to take heed of the pedagogical

day-dream, but to be making his way in

imperative of expanding our horizons, of

Thinking through Søren Kierkegaard, one of

a real world. On the other hand, some

taking heed of reality being bigger than we

my favorite writers and, although he would
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espouse otherwise, philosophers, I offer a

of the many failures of private-controlled

at first agreed, pointing out what at first may

teleological suspension of disciplinarity as

institutions of public resources, of their

seem similar to my point about educare, that

an alternative. This means being willing to

inefficiency and corruption, the public is

one should not aim at remaining the same.

suspend (not get rid of) one’s discipline or

called upon by ideologues to place more

perspective for the sake of reality. It means

faith in those institutions than those

My response, however, was that what many

recognizing there is a there that enables

that, by virtue of being extensions of

supporters of such politicians are saying is

each of us to announce a here. This at

the government, are accountable to the

that people who are more like them are more

first complicated expression reminds us

citizenry. As we know with such matters, the

likely to understand them and may better be

of purpose, that we should, for example,

collapse of reasoning that leads to the same

able to serve their needs. This at first sounds

understand how reality places limits on our

evidence presented for the future of an

good, but it is only so through presuming

ways of learning about

institution in one context

that the politician who understands them

and living it. That we

is offered for its success

is not simply an opportunist. As many of us

in another. The rhetoric

know about situations of abuse, it is those

in support of the latter

who know and understand us most who

often conceals important

can harm us the most. Think of how much

considerations that would

worse it could be if what they understand

subject it to the same

is our stupidity. The ability to know and

criteria of the former. How

understand us without harming us is a

can we defend regulatory

profound act of love. It is no doubt the basis

and de-regulatory practices

for the profound devotion and overwhelming

whose purpose was to

sense of gratitude Christians have for their

make “us” wealthier as they

god. To walk among humanity with such

are part of that reality
means that we should
also take seriously the
role we play in our
own pursuits. Since I
have argued for the
pedagogical imperative
of teachers being
learners, which is the

A difference between
an adult and a child
is that the former is
responsible for her
or his maturation.
The child wants it;
the adult must, often
begrudgingly, accept it.

spirit of research, it
follows that a teleological suspension of

make most of “us” poorer? How can we

power and not destroy most around one

disciplinarity is a pedagogical imperative. It

do the same when it makes most of “us”

requires extraordinary forbearance whose

offers learning not only for the researcher,

less educated, less physically healthy, and

effortlessness could only be explained by

but also for whom he or she educates.

more psychologically confused? The hidden

love. (Some might add disinterest, but that

answers rest on the meaning of “we” and

would contradict the whole point of walking

Recent political conflicts, especially those

“us,” and this rhetoric is sometimes masked

among humankind.) Intelligence demands,

regarding the rhetoric of politicians, have

in the language of “understanding.” I recall

then, more than a call for understanding.

led to much public distrust of political

two colleagues arguing over the general

We return here to the argument about

institutions, especially government. Critics

stupidity of the American public who seek

critical norms of evidence, about what needs

warn against inefficiency and other supposed

politicians who are like them. The critic said

to be teleologically suspended, about the

dangers of public (i.e., government-run)

intelligent people would prefer someone who

imperatives of learning, about pedagogical

institutions such as public schools and

is not like them, someone from whom they

imperatives.

national health funded hospitals. Yet in spite

could learn something. The other colleague
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I could very well have chosen examples

“Politics and the English Language,” George

construct human institutions that could take

from a variety of other disciplines and

Orwell concluded with the following counsel:

on the pedagogical imperative of liberating

social practices, as I have in Disciplinary

our pedagogical imperatives in many

Decadence, but the context of this lecture

. . . the present political chaos is

dimensions of human life is an option we are

is education, so I have focused on that.

connected with the decay of language,

fortunate to have as our choice. It means,

Education is politically charged today

and that one can probably bring about

echoing Orwell’s understated optimism, that

because our society has placed it as a

some improvement by starting at

there is still much that can be done and,

public good. In many

the verbal end. If you

other societies, especially

simplify your English, you

ancient ones, what is to
be learned by most is
simply to take the place
of their parents, and what
is available to few, which
is often connected to

Bad faith here becomes
our attempt to hide
from the responsibility
we have as producers
and discoverers of
knowledge.

replacing their parents,

thus, much to do.

are freed from the worst
follies of orthodoxy. You
cannot speak any of the
necessary dialects, and
when you make a stupid
remark its stupidity will
be obvious, even

is knowledge of how to rule. When all, or

to yourself. Political language—and with

at least most, are expected to play a role in

variations this is true of all political

some dimension of ruling, which amounts

parties, from Conservatives to

to learning how to rule themselves as each

Anarchists [we often forget that

other, intersubjectively, taking the place of

left-wing extremism is not socialism but

one’s parents is not always clear.

anarchy]—is designed to make lies
sound truthful and murder respectable,

One may take on one’s parents’ social role

and to give an appearance of solidity to

but with different tasks. The range of things

pure wind. (p. 120)

to learn includes activities to master, and
among them is clear thinking. Such thinking

I began this discussion with some reflections

requires mastery of a list of related things

on bad faith because, as I am hoping is

that include language and writing. These

now clear, I am arguing against the evasion

affect an essential element of political life,

of reality. An aspect of reality that human

namely, speech. It also affects one’s ability

beings seem especially to be afraid of is

to decipher what others are saying, which

human reality. We seem to be so ashamed

means knowing, for instance, when one is

of ourselves that we attempt to conceal

being had. In a wonderful essay entitled

ourselves from our institutions. The effort to
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Response to “A Pedagogical Imperative of
Pedagogical Imperatives”
Jim Merritt - Northern Illinois University

T

hank you, Dr. Gordon, for providing us

prepare and wanted my help. But I had

with a copy of your address. We are grateful

nothing to tell her. Now because of your

for your description of our award program

paper I know I could have advised her to

as a means of honoring philosophers of

invite her students to share with her their

education, especially their role in coping

feelings.

with the travesty of the derision of critical
thought. You make us proud to be involved

You have much on bad faith, and I want

in this wider effort.

to relate this to the popular sentiment that
public education generally speaking has

Your conception that to teach entails the

failed. Certainly a grim assessment! It is

need to learn is a conception which many

Washington bureaucrats, especially those

an educator could use better to understand

associated with the No Child Left Behind

his or her career. I wish the conception had

Act, who tell us of “failed schools” and

been implanted in my philosophy of teaching

“incompetent teachers.” Surely this is “bad

decades ago.
I want to share an
account of a much less
than glorious episode
in my professional past
which involved a failure of
understanding the motive
to teach, and this failure

faith” in the teachers

Gordon’s conception
of good faith leads
me to offer a radical
change in the politics of
whose theories deserve
precedence.

involved the cancellation of

of these schools with
low scores. So the
bureaucrats are far
from employing Jewish/
Christian ethics. Their
testing program entails
the conclusion that
schools scoring low are
“failed schools.” And in

a graduate course. Your words now give me

these schools are “failed teachers.” Why is

clear knowledge on why my efforts failed;

this so? It is because the policymakers in

it was because my thoughts were too much

the federal government have the privilege of

on what I knew rather than on efforts to

deciding the criteria for a good school: It is

learn about the motives and dispositions

one with proper test scores.

of those graduate students—students with
much background in relating to theory and

We need to turn this around, and Lewis

practice.

Gordon’s career gives us some ideas on how
to do so. And so does the hope of an Obama

Another memory: a young colleague

presidency. We need to return all policy

dreading the planned visit of her dean into

making to local districts. Gordon’s conception

her classroom. She did not know how to

of good faith leads me to offer a radical
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change in the politics of whose theories

education. So it is theory which has failed,

deserve precedence. Instead of teachers

and local teachers must learn to address

having to operate under theory policies

that failure. How would a teacher relate

coming out of the minds of Washington

to his or her colleagues? The theme would

bureaucrats, how would it be if decisions on

be democratic sharing of knowledge and

theory of what makes a good school were

expertise. A teacher must be willing to

the sole responsibility of
teachers in a given building?
Surely, there is the analogy
of physicians in a local clinic
being entirely responsible for
the ethics describing their
policies.

receive and give criticism

Schools of education
do not teach teachers
to teach; their role
is to foster the best
critiquing of theory.

on both his or her
educational strategies
and those of colleagues.
Possibly some teachers
whose performance is seen
as riddled with unworkable
perceptions need go back

Let me speculate on details.

into a college of education

A teacher as member of a building faculty

for the therapy they need. These are not

not only is to do his or her best in guiding

“poor teachers” but good persons who have

children or youth, but also this teacher must

not mastered certain strategies of instruction

be a member of a group of democratically

needed for their situation.

minded professionals responsible for
formulating and critiquing the theories

What shall we do with our heritage—the

under which they serve. No more can a

history of the perception that schools of

teacher claim that the education college

education have been putting forth theories

is offering theory which will not work in

which will work in practice? The answer,

practice—because that teacher, with the help

a clear conception of the primary value a

of democratic colleagues, must decide on

student of education should get from his/her

the theory which does describe his or her

university. Schools of education do not teach

practice.

teachers to teach; their role is to foster the
best critiquing of theory. Dr. Gordon’s paper

Suppose the test scores are abysmally

and his career give us new insights into this

low. It is not “a failed school” which has

mission.

produced them; it is a good school with
good teachers and students who have been
operating under one or more failed theories
or strategies of motivation. The remedy may
well be to seek help from a school of
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Beyond the Comfort Zone, or Sallying Forth
with Don Quixote:
Facing Fear with a Philosopher of Education
Barbara S. Stengel - Vanderbilt University

D

o you know the Man of La Mancha?

vocalizing a new language or more broadly

The Don Quixote of the Broadway musical,

framed fears of different others or challenge

the knight-errant who traverses the land

to received values or questions about self—

tilting at windmills in an effort to “dream

has set in.

the impossible dream,” is admittedly mad,
but his madness is an object lesson for

Paradoxically, education generates habit, but

us. He lives, as the Portuguese call it,

it is also the adversary of habit gone stale.

destemido, without fear. His attitude is one

By its very nature, education stretches one

that education demands—utter openness

beyond comfort to risk and ultimately, to

to the world, a total commitment to see

the death of old habits—habits of thought,

positive potential in himself and in others,

feeling, and action—in the service of new

even in circumstances that seem less

growth as we seek to be in the world, only

than promising.1 It is an attitude that we

partly of the world, and decidedly ourselves.

encounter quite often in young children, but

But education is a process of fits and starts,

one that we breed out of them, it seems,

and old habits die hard. Just why this is

as we school them. Few of us adults live as

so is an interesting story that can only be

Don Quixote did. We are “sane” humans,

told in the intersection of thought, feeling,

necessarily and sensibly creatures of limiting

and behavior. Those of us who aspire to

habits, living well within social convention,

be educators, midwives of the process of

safely inside the box. Our habits are habits

self-education, are confronted with the

for good reason; they constitute surfaces

daunting but usually unacknowledged task of

for interaction with the world and establish

facing fear in ourselves and our students as

our individual and societal comfort zones.

perhaps the major obstacle to the possibility

But comfort zones are not growth zones,

of growth. And so I invite you to face fear

and one person’s comfort zone may limit the

with me and to do so as philosophers of

growth of another. As any teacher knows,

education.

it is not an easy thing to coax a human
being out of his or her comfort zone. The

If growth is to occur (or as a result of our

comfort zone becomes a fortress in which we

engagement), I must move you out of your

ultimately starve ourselves of the elements

comfort zone, invite you to grow, nurture

that stimulate growth and development.

some risk taking, and then entice you into

Neither the carrot of kindness nor the stick

letting go and finding altered meaning,

of grades can consistently motivate learning

another way of being in the world. I want

once fear—whether the narrowly construed

to make a case for living and learning and

fears of mathematics or public speaking or

teaching without fear. I do not mean that
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you will never feel discomfort or other

work and foresight frame this event

feelings that literally unsettle you. Quite

nonetheless.

5. Fear is as much about the past
as it is about the future.

the contrary, educational efforts require
unsettling. To grow is to welcome feelings

I will start with a quick sketch of what I

Notice that only the fourth and fifth

of discomfort 2 as an indicator that growth is

think I now know about fear, then describe

observations actually make claims about

possible and even imminent, while refusing

my work over the past several years in

fear as a feature of human living. The first

to indulge in the luxury of simplifying

more detail, and finally return to some of

three observations are claims not about fear

complicated feelings into fear. Educators

the “meat” of my philosophical analysis of

but about the nature of education and the

have a significant role to play in this.

emotions generally and fear in particular.

function of feelings. Nonetheless, this set of

Northern Illinois University is a well-known

Fear and Education

observations is needed to make sense of my

education, one that not only is dedicated

In the course of this talk, I will develop five

to your education but also rests part of

observations about fear and education:

comfort zone.
Here is the argument:

its reputation on its role as an educator
of educators. So here we are in this place

point that educators and their students would
do well to follow Don Quixote out of the

and well-respected institution of higher

1. Confidence—that is, the disposition to

Education is growth.
Growth requires encounter and

and space dedicated to the intellectual,

move through challenging

aesthetic, and moral growth of all of us

circumstances while experiencing

engagement of self with novel objects

and of generations to come. As I talk with

discomforting feelings—matters in

(persons, places, things, events, ideas)

you, I hope you will attend to the layers

any educational encounter.

or with non-novel objects under novel

of meaning and intention that I bring.
Specifically, I have two distinguishable
purposes that are both served by one
narrative: One, I want to share with you the
results of several years of study, thought,

2. Schools are places where people feel,
and they feel more than we realize.
3. Feelings are good (that is, useful)
even when they are bad.
4. Fear is not a feeling. In its active

circumstances.
Engagement of self with novelty risks
change of self.
Self-change is potentially
uncomfortable even when the change is
desired or necessary.

collaboration, and philosophical investigation

face, fear is a political exchange

into the function of fear in educational

casting one person or thing as

settings. Two, I want to describe how I

powerful and mobile while rendering

affective, and cognitive senses.

proceeded with this investigation in an effort

another impotent and immobile. In

Therefore, growth involves cognitive,

to help you understand what philosophy of

its passive face, fear is a socially-

affective, and physical dissonance that

education is and is not . . . and why you

constructed concept (describable in

usually manifests in conscious discomfort.

might care. By doing two things at once,

terms of thought, affect, and

I hope to convince you that philosophy is

behavior) designating this particular

Discomfort is a placeholder for an array

important to you and your practice, and

pattern of interaction.

of supposedly undesirable feelings. The

thereby to honor Dr. James Merritt whose

The self is one’s feeling of physical,

judgment that discomfort is undesirable
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is a flawed judgment because it fails to

them, let me describe the process of my

brilliance but with “bright diligence,” a quality

acknowledge the potentially positive yield of

work, the process that enabled me to

all in this room have or could cultivate. We

altered attention that results from discomfort.

understand what I am saying, and in my

were not, like Don Quixote, destemido,

description, perhaps invite you to engage

without fear, but we both lived with an

Fear is 1) the interactive behavioral strategy

as a philosopher—at least in a rudimentary

abiding feeling that we could probably do

of shrinkage and separation used to keep

way.

it, whatever “it” happened to be. And if we
could not, our failure would not be wasted

the objects in our world under control; and

Finding Fear for Myself and
Facing It

effort but a piece in the puzzle that living

Let me tell you how I began this work.

More than 30 years as an educator has only

Several years ago, in between scholarly

confirmed what I knew at 20. When my

Also, fear is an expansive concept that often

projects, I was reading through two

students fail to flourish in my class and any

absorbs all feelings of discomfort, obscuring

decades of notes and ideas and questions

other class, it is only rarely a result of a

other uncomfortable feelings with different

and realized that there was a thread

lack of something that might be designated

associated behaviors.

running throughout these various inquiries

“talent.” It is almost always because they

into teacher education, teacher knowledge,

stop themselves. They lack “bright diligence,”

Shrinkage and separation limit encounter and

and the moral nature of teaching and

this disposition to move through challenging

engagement.

learning. I wanted to know what stopped

circumstances in the face of affective or

people from moving forward, from going

cognitive discomfort. 4 So I want to know

where they wanted to go even when they

what that is, why some people have it and

seemed to know better and desire more.

some do not. And the educator in me wants

2) the name we attach to those feelings of
discomfort associated with shrinkage and

presents and re-presents.

separation from objects (persons, places,
things, events, ideas). 3

Therefore, fear limits growth.

to know what my role is in developing this

Therefore, education is not possible under
fearful conditions, but education is also not

About the same time, I recalled a

possible without discomfort.

conversation from my younger days.

habit so essential to education.

Thirty-five years ago—when I was the

My suspicion, later confirmed, was that

The challenge to educators is to encourage

same age as many undergraduates—I had

nobody had much to say about fear in

discomfort (that is, to prevent discomfort

a conversation with a bright young law

education—or about emotion generally. The

from becoming fear).

student I was dating about the critical

biggest buzz about things emotional followed

nature of nurturing confidence when raising

variations of Daniel Goleman’s emotional

And this requires exploring emotion and

children. We two were not without our

intelligence,a conceptual heuristic that could

facing fear.

neuroses, but we shared a willingness to

be as harmful as helpful. I thought there was

venture forth, to go places we had not been,

more to say than Goleman and his disciples

These are the philosophical insights that I

to meet new people, to accept almost any

understood. So I found my new focus; but,

bring to you today. Before I talk more about

challenge. We met those challenges not with

as with any scholarly inquiry, I needed a
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systematic approach to what I was doing.

human interaction? What do words like fear

differentiated fear from anxiety by virtue of

and afraid mean? What are the basic, ever

the fact that the former feeling has an object

As a scholar whose day job and passion is

present experiential elements of fear? How

and the latter does not and that Wittgenstein

teaching, I find that teaching something

is fear used as a tool of power relations?

recognized that the cause of fear and fear’s

often helps me to clarify what I think or

What are the narratives about modern life

object are not the same thing.

understand about it. So, ironically, my first

in which fear figures prominently, and what

philosophical step was to teach fear. I

are the contradictions encompassed in

Philosophy is also a conversation in a way

developed a general education course for

those narratives? That portion of the course

that poststructuralists, postmodernists and

first year students called Facing Fear. The

afforded me an opportunity to read what

neo-pragmatists suggest, that the very

design of the course allowed me to delve

established philosophers of education—

process of conversation creates the realities

into three sets of relevant “literatures.”

Aristotle, Spinoza, Hume, Kirkegaard,

that we are talking about, that we are

Wittgenstein, James, Dewey, Scheffler—had

framing. Some worry that, from this point

The first had to do with the “faces” of

to say about emotion in general and about

of view, philosophy is only a conversation—

fear—what does fear look like in and out

fear in particular.

but of course, the power of conversation in

of schools? Over several years, I read,
assigned, and discussed classic and

human living is not to be denigrated.
Let me interject here an important point

contemporary
novels, music,
film, TV shows and
classics. 5 Note that
I use the term texts
loosely here to
include experiences
such as the high
ropes course at the
university where I

I take the notion of philosophy
as conversation very seriously.
One cannot hold a defensible
philosophy, or claim to be
doing philosophy, if one
has not investigated the
conversation of which one’s
thinking is a part.

and my students

about the nature

And so I take the notion of philosophy as

of philosophy.

conversation very seriously. One cannot hold

Philosophy is a

a defensible philosophy, or claim to be doing

conversation—in two

philosophy, if one has not investigated the

important ways, I

conversation of which one’s thinking is a part.

think. First, it is a
dialogic tradition.

The final third of the course involved facing

Typically, when

fear. I do not mean overcoming fear in some

philosophers lay out

heroic burst of valor, but looking at fear,

their ideas, they do

engaging in dialogue with it, seeking to

not lay them out

understand how others have faced fear before

climbed and then jumped off of a 30-foot

in vacuo. They lay out some problematic

imagining one’s own response. My students

telephone pole. My goal was to see fear

articulated by another philosopher in another

and I read what would likely be classified

clearly in my own experience and in the

context, and they respond to that. So if I

as religious or spiritual texts—Christian,

experience of my students.

want to join the conversation about fear, I

Islamic, Buddhist, even New Age. So much of

have to know that Aristotle analyzed fear in

religious wisdom is about facing fear, whether

The second part of the course, devoted to

the context of ethics and that Spinoza linked

construed as the existential fear of death, the

the “facets” of fear, involved a philosophical

hope and fear as two faces of the same set

anxiety of moral uncertainty, or the human

analysis. How does fear talk function in

of feelings and that Kierkegaard

perception of well-being endangered.
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Jim Merritt, Deborah Merritt Aldrich, & Barbara S. Stengel

It was important that I read all of these

language that was accessible to more than

Power, for instance, and began a conversation

texts—the cultural, the philosophical, the

professional philosophers.

with her that persists to this day about the issues

spiritual—with someone, rather than alone

that I take up here. I connected with a colleague,

because ideas—both ideas in themselves and

In the process of teaching the course,

Greg Seigworth, in the Communications

our understanding of them—take shape and

I discovered more sources, the work of

Department at Millersville University, whose work

find expression in interaction. And reading

academic philosophers and philosophers

is focused on affect, utilizing the theories of

with my first-year students was important in

of education who were barking up the same

Gilles Deleuze and others with whose work I was

helping me to get at these ideas in a

philosophical tree. I read Megan Boler’s Feeling

unfamiliar.
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It was Greg who turned me on to the work

instances so valuable to my thought

out value and power. I want to defuse

of Sara Ahmed whom I will talk more about

processes are not data; they are points of

linguistic mystification and open a space

shortly. These encounters—and many

departure and return. But I can understand

for seeing and being differently, if not more

others—are more than coincidence; they

why some might confuse the two. Like

clearly, at least more richly.

constitute community building. I have been

the qualitative researcher, I will be aware

building a community of inquiry within

of “sampling,” that is, I am interested in

With that as my intention, I got myself

which I can ask and try to answer questions

both standard and nonstandard cases. Like

situated in the conversation, found myself

of interest. And this is another step in the

the qualitative researcher, I will attend to

some folks to talk with, gathered reams of

process of thinking that is philosophy.

the nature and substance of the discourse

critical incidences—inside and outside of

employed in the experience itself and

schools—and then began to analyze those

A third philosophical step involved teaching

the description of the experience. Like

lived experiences using the philosopher’s

as well, but my intention was quite different.

the qualitative researcher, I will adopt a

tools. I should mention that there is no set

As instructor of a graduate Philosophy of

systematic approach to my consideration of

sequence to the use of the tools. Nor is it a

Education course, I asked the educators

each individual instance and to the instances

requirement that every philosopher use all

enrolled to share critical incidences—specific

as a whole. But I will not aggregate my

the tools all the time. But in my experience,

examples in their experience of fear and the

data to support a conclusion. I will not

if I hope to understand something

way that fear alters the educational equation.

count anything. I will not offer trends across

philosophically, eventually, all these tools

instances as evidence for the state of things.

find their use.

experience. Some philosophers proceed

As a philosopher, I do not need data

When I considered the array of experiences

fruitfully without making the experiential

or evidence. I need grist for the mill of

of fear in education offered by the teachers

roots of their work explicit, but I am not

thought. And my thought will not follow

with whom I worked, when I thought about

one of them. And I contend that philosophy

the path of the data or the evidence (since

math phobia, test anxiety, bullying, safe

of education—especially the philosophy of

both are framed by concepts previously

space, fear of public speaking, homophobia,

teaching and learning—will be more fruitful,

operationalized in the conduct of my study).

adolescents’ concerns about appearing

that is, more readily accessible as a lens

Rather, as a philosopher, I begin by asking

stupid, future teachers’ resistance to anti-

through which practitioners can interpret and

prior questions—questions about concepts

racist pedagogy, teachers’ befuddlement

evaluate and reconstruct their practice, when

and frameworks prior to the answering of the

over standardized testing, principals’

those experiential touchstones are close to

concrete questions of practice at hand—and

temptations to cheat to make AYP, the

the surface.

then systematically and appropriately using

hesitation to study abroad, my own female

the tools of the philosopher—logic, linguistic

students’ fear of going downtown (or

Let me pause here to make a methodological

analysis, phenomenology, deconstruction,

anywhere) alone, as well as a host of other

point and, in the process, to distinguish

and inquiry—to make sense out of the

instances rooted in personal growth outside

philosophical analysis and inquiry from

particular instance. I seek to understand

of school settings, the questions at the

empirical, qualitative inquiry. These critical

meaning and meaningfulness. I need to tease

heart of my inquiry became simpler to state

Philosophy begins in wonder about lived
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but no easier to answer:

Inquiry relies on an interpret-respond structure

fear talk, it is often before or after the emotional

for thinking-into-action. Confronted with

experience, that is, from a distance.

6

• What is fear? Why is it invoked? How is it
experienced?

practical challenges, confusing thoughts, and
complicated emotions on the part of students

It became important to follow Wittgenstein

or future teachers or teachers or principals, I

here, to recognize fear talk as a tool and to

education? Why does fear appear in

first ask, “What is going on here?” The process

attempt to decipher the intent of persons using

educational settings? What is it about the

of interpretation enables the formulation of

fear-related categories and concepts. “Fear” is

process of education that opens the door

hypotheses for action that must be tested in

not a preexistent reality to be “expressed.” We

to fear?

thought and evaluated to generate the most

use words to effect action. That is obvious in

fitting response. That response is tested

some cases, such as in the case of words like

in action, and the loop is closed to confirm

“I promise” or “I do.” But “fear” sounds like

the value of the response or prompt fresh

a noun, a thing, and it is hard to see that by

I set about answering these three question

thinking. It is within this broader frame that

naming an experience one is hardening a fluid

clusters using the tools at my disposal. The

logic, language analysis, phenomenological

exchange into a fixed object—and in the process

use of these tools is really not mysterious,

analysis, and deconstruction prove useful as

losing something of its reality.

nor is their use confined to the professional

each provides some mechanism for interpreting

philosopher. Logic is simply the appraisal

phenomena, formulating and evaluating

In fact, language analysis did not solve any

of arguments. Linguistic analysis is the

hypothetical responses, anticipating the possible

problems for me initially. It simply raised new

examination of the generic features,

consequences of each, and judging outcomes in

questions about what was the “prototype”

differentiated uses, and contextual conditions

light of actions.

concept in this family of fear talk and what were

• What does fear have to do with

• How can and should educators
respond in fearful circumstances?

for meanings of terms in ordinary usage.

the radial categories that borrowed meaning

Phenomenological analysis removes the cultural

In my work, I have made good use of all of

but did not copy it. Identifying the logic of fear

and historical encrustations covering over

these tools.

(as a preexistent affective entity requiring post

experience to peel through to consciousness

hoc physiological and verbal “expression”) and

of “the thing itself.” Deconstruction reveals

The language of fear presents a thorny set of

the dominant logic of facing fear (that is, an

the contradictory elements in the stories that

problems. First, there is the array of fear-related

individualistic and heroic call to action) was not

frame our living and thinking and demonstrate

words—fear, terror, anxiety, worry, panic,

initially helpful, either.

the uncertainty—the value and the danger—at

phobia—each with a history of use and one

the core of these narratives on which we rely

or more theories of meaning. Second, there

Logic, the appraisal of argument, is not limited

often without question. Each of these four tools

is the dimorphism of the concept of fear and

to deductive syllogism but can better be thought

is, in some sense, subsumed within the tool

the locution “I am afraid” with its nonstandard

of as the plural “logics,” that is, whatever makes

of inquiry, roughly understood as the mode of

meanings. Third, there is the odd fact that

an argument sound. When my son was 16,

thought for any person whose concern is action,

we rarely use fear talk when in fact we are

he would respond to my explanation about

and as an educator as well as a theorist, I fall

experiencing fear. Strong fear is marked by

why we did not endorse his participation in

into this category.

other locutions, often nonverbal. When we use

coed sleepovers or some other outrageous
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request with the dismissive rejoinder,

1) Fear is a feeling, separate from thought.

which the body responds instinctually?

“That’s parent logic.” With this remark, he

2) Fear is a physiological phenomenon

Are these the only two options?

demonstrated his understanding of several

marked by racing heart, sweaty palms,

important features of any logic: (1) A logic

and so on.

What constitutes fear as fear?

has an implicit point of view and set of

3) Fear is “in” me.

Although philosophy is not empirical research,

epistemic and ethical values. (2) A logic

4) Whether or not I am fearful is “up to

the insights of empirical researchers—biologists,

has acceptable moves and unacceptable
moves. (3) Only those who accept the rules
of that particular logic game are compelled
to accept its conclusions and only when the
premises of the argument are acknowledged
to be true. (4) The rules of any logic game
are constructed and tacitly approved in the
process of shared living.

me.”
5) Courageous people are more
praiseworthy than fearful people.
6) Fear has to be faced alone and requires
character.
7) School-related phobias are the result of

consideration of fear that the dominant
logics of emotion were deeply individualistic,

inform a philosophical analysis, and I found
myself searching out the most recent work
in the neuroscience of emotion in order to
understand the mechanisms that triggered
strong physiological markers in an instant. I

bad educational experiences in

also found myself circling back to language

combination with weak character.

analysis in order to sort out the differences

8) Students who feel safe will learn better
It became clear to me early in my

physiologists, psychologists, neuroscientists—all

than students who are afraid.
9) Schools should strive to create safe
space for students.

between emotion and feeling. I realized that
the term emotion is used to invoke two quite
different perspectives on the play of affect in
human living. The first is emotiony, what can
be understood as the psychologist’s notion of

generally mechanistic (and masculinist), and
reliant upon a bifurcated view of heart and

And I put them aside. This “bracketing” may

emotion as a biologically determined process

mind (and body). Rather than employ old

seem counterintuitive, but I had to peel all of

that plays a homeostatic (and self-preserving)

arguments about emotion, I found the need

this away in order to get a fresh look at our

role in the life of an organism. The second is

to search for alternative logics.

consciousness of fear.

emotionϕ, the philosopher’s understanding of

Where language analysis and logic failed

In my experience, the most useful

sociopolitical interaction. But both perspectives

me, phenomenological analysis stepped in. I

phenomenological move is to unpack the

on emotion can be distinguished from feeling

realized first off that we are not conscious of

constitutive moment, that is, the moment when

states and feelings. A feeling state is the

fear as a mystery. We think we understand

no fear becomes fear. What intention is present,

bodily change prompted by emotionf, and is

fear only too well. It is in precisely this

what elements are necessary and sufficient,

not necessarily conscious. A feeling is one’s

situation that phenomenological analysis is

what event occurs, what action is enacted in the

conscious, though often unspecified, awareness

most useful.

moment when fear is recognized?

of a feeling state.

the affective dimension of sociocultural and

I began with clear cases, cases where

Is it the cognitive judgment that what I

Distinguishing feeling and emotion helped.

everybody would say “yes, that’s it.” Then I

want to happen probably will not happen?

It refocused my analysis on fear’s function in

identified all the things one assumes to be true:

Is it the presence of perceived threat to

human action. It forced me to ask, What is
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fear for? The answer was twofold: Fear as an

Fear is the emotion marked by what Dewey

setting are, as yet, undetermined. And this

emotion prompts the organism’s self-preserving

calls “organic shrinkage.” Fear is not a feeling,

constitutes an educational opportunity. Will

response while fear as an emotionf separates

though of course there is no fear without

the energy of her feelings become part of

person from person and person from object.

feeling. And particular feelings do not cause

an experience of growth? Or will she shrink

As an educator and a philosopher, my task was

actions (of shrinkage, separation or anything

back from the encounter in a now fearful

to understand the circuit marked by these two

else) in any determined way, though feelings

experience? I suggest that the well-prepared

poles.

are always implicated in any action. Of course I

educator could make a significant difference

act on my feelings, but I do not ever act only on

in such a circumstance simply by asking the

I did so with the help of John Dewey who

feelings. When I act, both feeling and idea are

student to acknowledge, examine, and even

published two brilliant articles at the end of the

implicated and it is the action that determines

appreciate what she is feeling— and to forestall

19th century jointly titled “A Theory of Emotion,”

the meaning of both feeling and idea.

the judgment that what she is feeling is fear.

ψ

responding to an ongoing philosophical debate

Remember that emotions have behavioral

and anticipating the findings of contemporary

It is important to acknowledge just how contrary

mandates attached (while feelings are just

neuroscience in an uncanny way. Dewey

this is to our assumptions about the relationship

bodily states with no judgment of value nor

acknowledged the apparent mind-body

between feeling and action. Whereas we talk

associated action). The student who reduces

dichotomy in theorizing about emotion prevalent

and act as if feelings (and ideas) cause actions,

complicated, sometimes contradictory and

throughout philosophical and psychological

Dewey contends that actions determine (in the

often difficult-to-name feelings to a particular

history, and he dissolved the dichotomy

sense of give meaning to) feelings and ideas.

emotion, commits herself at least loosely to the

between emotionψ and emotionf by arguing

What to do (that is, how we act) is always

behavior that the emotion means. In the case

that every experience—and every concept with

a complicated process of interpretation and

of fear, this means shrinkage or separation—and

which we designate experience—always has

response in context.

the impact of that is educational opportunity

an idea, a feeling and a disposition intrinsic to

lost.

it. This triadic structure is not distinguishable

Apply this insight to fear in educational

experientially, though each element may be

settings. Students’ feelings are just feelings.

We may, and often do, feel significant

sorted out for purposes of analysis. Thus an

Feelings are sensed as positive or negative,

discomfort—where discomfort is a placeholder

emotion is the affective face of an experience;

as pleasurable or painful, because they are

for complex affects—in growth situations,

no emotion can be experienced apart from the

prompted by the perception of some object that

but what we are feeling is not fear until we

idea and behavioral disposition with which it is

is already conceived in terms of idea, feeling

separate, until we shrink. Even if I say, “I’m

associated. In fact, for the pragmatist Dewey,

and behavior. So, for example, a student with a

afraid of speaking in front of the class” or “I can’t

it is the associated behavior, not some quality

painful past of public speaking understandably

study abroad because I’m scared of being away

of feeling, that designates an emotion7. It is

senses negative feelings as she faces the

from home,” the feelings are not yet fear. They

behavior and its consequences that unify feeling

required university speech course. (The painful

are simply, but powerfully, feelings that are not

(body) and idea (mind).

feelings are woven into her concept of—framed

attended to and understood with the care they

in her experience of—public speaking.) But the

deserve and require. The feelings I am feeling

meaning and impact of those feelings in this

spark separation between me and what I am
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feeling, and this is itself a form of fear. When

Sara Ahmed’s The Cultural Politics of Emotion

Ahmed explores one important consequence of

I say I am afraid of public speaking, I obscure

provides a detailed understanding of these pro-

her view that fear is an embodied experience,

what I do fear, that is, my own feelings of

cesses. By following Ahmed’s description of the

that it—like other affects—creates the very

discomfort. Thus there is a danger in this

way that fear sticks to and slides off of objects

effect of the surfaces and boundaries of bodies:

premature use of fear talk since the very idea

in circulation, I came to understand how social

that “fear is felt differently by different bodies,

of fear incorporates separation. I separate from

systems (such as No Child Left Behind, the War

in the sense that there is a relationship to

public speaking, the very thing that affords me

on Terror, and even some forms of Christianity

space and mobility at stake in the differential

the chance to grow and test my ideas. If fear

or Islam) maintain fear relations while claiming

organisation of fear itself.” This means that

mandates shrinkage and separation, then I may

to be antidotes to fear.

“the body shrinks back from the world in the
desire to avoid the object of fear. Fear involves

well limit my encounter with the “other” (person,
place or thing) and thus limit the growth that

Ahmed’s view is quite simple. When the fear

shrinking the body; it restricts the body’s

encounter offers. This does not occur because

relation involves two persons, two bodies: “ . . .

mobility precisely insofar as it seems to prepare

I am afraid (or at least not because I am afraid

fear does not simply come from within and then

the body for flight.”11

of public speaking); I am afraid because I limit

move outwards towards object and others . . . ;
rather, fear works to secure the relationship be-

I question whether flight is the only possible

tween those bodies; it brings them together and

bodily response; fight and paralysis are other

The more I thought and read about fear in specific

moves them apart through the shudders that

possible reactions. Nonetheless, Ahmed’s

school-based cases, the more I understood that

are felt on the skin, on the surface that surfaces

insight seems worth considering: “Fear works to

fear’s meaning is reflected not only in inter- and

through the encounter.” 8 In other words, fear

restrict some bodies through the movement or

intrapersonal experience but also in broader social

establishes a relational system that “opens up

expansion of others” The function of emotions

and political narratives and contexts. This shift

past histories of association”9 that allows bod-

in general is to “align bodily space with social

from the microanalysis of the phenomenological

ies to be constructed over against each other

space,”12 a social space that is inevitably

moment to the macroanalysis of the metanarrative

as subject and object (though not necessar-

political.

demanded a deconstruction of the ideologies

ily cause) of fear. This relational construction

of emotional control operating in 21st century

is dynamic. Fear does not reside statically in

Thus, where there is fear, there is power, and

America. Many of the ideas that I had bracketed

one as subject and other as object; rather, “it

educators would do well to be on the lookout

in order to begin my phenomenological analysis

slides across signs and between bodies.” Fear is

for the play of power when they detect the

were debunked as I exposed the binary—and

expressed in fantasies of danger that establish

shrinkage and separation that mark fear. This

contradictory—logic that underlay them. Slowly,

the other “as fearsome insofar as they threaten

will seem unsurprising to those who have

I began to understand that what we call

to take the self in.” Fear’s function, then, is the

followed the literature that constructs bullying,

emotions are tools constructed within social

preservation “of ‘me’ but also ‘us,’ or ‘what is,’

a leading source of fear in school settings, as

regimes to regulate social interaction and that

or ‘life as we know it,’ or even ‘life itself.’”10 In

a power relation. It may seem less obvious in

fear’s function is to control the movement of

other words, fear flags a power struggle.

the gendered treatment of male and female

myself.

bodies in space, freeing some and constraining

students. And it might be missed entirely when

others. And this, too, limits growth.

considering a public policy like No Child Left
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Behind Act (NCLB). But in each case, fear and

scripted lessons, while teachers in private

power go hand in hand, and it is not a simple

schools and well-off suburban districts continue

move through challenging

matter to break the hold of fear when the

to plan and teach for engagement and

circumstances in the face of

weight of a sociopolitical system holds it in

creativity. Fourth, educators are diminished in

uncomfortable feelings—matters in any

place.

their role as experts in their own field, while

educational encounter.

1) Confidence—that is, the disposition to

business executives and politicians establish
NCLB is a marvelous example of a system that

themselves as the appropriate decision-makers

Not so hidden in this claim is the recognition

creates fear while claiming to address other

not just about policy but about pedagogical

that education is by its nature challenging.

fears. This policy

tactics and strategy.

of high stakes
testing is putatively

Thus, where there is fear,
there is power, and educators
would do well to be on
the lookout for the play of
power when they detect the
shrinkage and separation that
mark fear.

While many educators, especially progressive
educators, focus on the need for students to be

Each of these faces

comfortable and extol the importance of “safe

of fear can and

space” educationally, a careful analysis of the

should be further

educative moment reveals that dissonance is

deconstructed,

the key that unlocks the possibility of change,

but there is not

and dissonance is decidedly not comfortable.

time here. The

Thus discomfort in the process of growth is not

point remains that

only possible, it is likely and even necessary.

NCLB in action

This means that the more effective an educator

system of schooling.

creates the kind

I am, the more carefully calibrated discomfort

But note the strong

of dissonance and

I should expect on the part of my students.

intended to obviate
the fear articulated
in A Nation at Risk
that our country
is threatened with
destruction from
within by a weak

feelings and “organic shrinkage” that the

challenge that prompts strong feelings and,

But feelings of discomfort are considered

policy has prompted. First, school students

while it is possible to sense these feelings and

“bad,” and we humans will do almost anything

subjected to constant testing and pressured to

turn them to good use, the policy itself intends,

we can to escape discomfort unless we have

perform on just one measure of their learning

at least implicitly, that some rise up and some

cultivated the habit of welcoming discomfort as

are shrinking from the tests as an opportunity

back down.

an expected byproduct of the learning process.

to find out what they have mastered and
shrinking from learning as a process that

Of course our students in Algebra I exist

Adding It All Up

somewhere on a scale from clueless to panic-

has its own rewards. Second, public school

stricken when faced with variables after years

teachers pressured by administrators to insure

There is much more to be said and I continue

of understanding “math” as using algorithms

proficiency on this one measure are narrowing

my efforts to understand and represent my

to calculate numbers. And of course, when

their visions of education and shrinking away

understanding in idioms that educators find

confusion replaces what was once competence

from the educational (and moral) principles

congenial. Let me return briefly to the five

in the math class, students have lots of feelings.

and strategies they know to be effective. Third,

points I made earlier, as a way of suggesting

And of course, some of those feelings will

teachers in urban public school districts are

implications for the work that we do as

be negative. So there are two responsibilities

restricted in the performance of their jobs to

educators.

incumbent on educators: First, be able to
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anticipate and accept the quite reasonable

My point is that students and teachers and

feelings and avoid—literally shrink back from—

affective responses of students, even the

staffers are feeling all kinds of things in school

mathematics without ever finding out whether

negative ones, and second, be prepared

every day, and we would do well to pay

she can do it or even excel. But here is the

to “warm” those feelings so that they stay

attention to those feelings in their complexity.

secret she does not understand, and neither

fluid without combusting. Fluid feelings feed

The goal is not to manage but to attend

do most of her teachers. Her feelings are

constructive and responsive action; feelings

to, understand, and respond constructively

useful. This nexus of negative feeling marks

frozen into predetermined behaviors do not.

to feelings. To those who would argue that

the marshalling of energies for new effort.

attending to feelings wastes time needed for

Our hypothetical student is right. This is new

2) Schools are places where people feel all

coverage of academic content, I would riposte

and it will seem “hard.” And for now, at least,

kinds of complex feelings and those

that a failure to attend to feelings woven into

it is not that interesting because she does

feelings in their complexity shape

processes of apprehension and understanding

not even know what it is. This is where the

educational potential.

insures uneven academic results.13

emotional tuning of the teacher can make a
significant difference. Will her teacher use this

As suggested above, all growth, all learning,
has an emotional quale, a quality of affection or

3) Feelings are potentially good (useful)
even when they are bad.

energy as an entree to the new? Or will this be
an affective opportunity lost to the failure of
teacher or student to realize the constructive

feeling. This is so because growth and learning
imply concept formation, the making and taking

From the point of view of the educator, “bad”

value of feelings?

on of new notions of human living. There can

feelings kept fluid are good for the business

be complicated feelings generated by fairly

of growth. Return again to the adolescent

innocuous academic forays into issues such

confronted for the first time with the principles

as colonial America: Was the Massachusetts

and problems of algebra. She has been a good

Bay Colony a shining “city on the hill” as John

student in math until now, but she recognizes

Feelings (physiological changes prompted in

Winthrop imagined it or a closed, repressive

almost immediately that this is something

the subcortical areas of the brain and then

theocracy as Roger Williams styled it? Imagine

different, and she is distressed by it. Getting

perceived in the anterior cingulate cortex)

the feelings that will result when taking on more

good grades, and in the process pleasing others,

are private, known (at least directly) only to

complicated issues like the theory of evolution

matters to her, but she is uncertain about

ourselves. And feeling states arise unbidden in

or the 2nd Amendment to the Constitution or

whether she can master this new language

interaction with the world in a way that is often

the Vietnam War. And imagine too taking into

of linear equations. She is also not sure she

described as “instinctual.” Individuals cannot

account the feelings that students and teachers

cares about something that seems so, well,

make themselves feel something they do not.

bring to school prompted by their lives outside

pointless, especially when she can be attending

And one cannot stop feeling, no matter how

of the classroom: dying pets, unemployed

to her friends and the concrete and emotionally

silly a feeling seems under the cool gaze of the

parents, ill siblings, unfaithful girlfriends,

interesting dramas of their daily interaction. And

prefrontal cortex.

winning soccer teams, trips to Disney World,

she has already heard from her older sister that

video games, and virtual worlds.

algebra is “too hard.” The temptation for this

But remember that any feeling state is always

student is to act on this nexus of negative

prompted by a perception that is already shaped

4) Fear is not a feeling—and feelings do
not cause action.
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by conceptualization and interpretation.

Consider the toddler who follows a daddy

generally cannot provide. And more

And every conceptualization—especially any

longlegs along the floor, picks it up within his

importantly, it is easy to see how one’s world

conceptualization that has hardened into

stubby fingers, and perhaps makes a move to

is systematically narrowed by a relatively small

prescribed action—is both useful and limiting,

explore it with his mouth. He has a concept

number of the separations that we know as fear.

both helpful and dangerous.

of “things that move,” and his concept has an
emotional quale of “interest” and a behavioral

Old pain (a spider alarm set off by a parent,

It is also important to emphasize that feelings,

disposition that involves touch. His perception

the taste of failure, a lingering heartbreak

though private, occur in interaction. And

of the “spider” does not involve fear. However,

and heartache, a hurtful remark about what

named emotions like fear have a far more

imagine his parent grabbing him abruptly

girls should and should not do) stalls us at the

complicated status than mere feelings. Fear

and explaining with some energy that we do

threshold of function. Even worse, it bewitches

is a socially-constructed product of a political

not put spiders in our mouths! It is likely that

us into thinking we do not want to cross the

(i.e., power-charged) interaction marked by

our toddler has just learned a new concept—

threshold at all.

shrinkage or separation. If there is no shrinkage

spider—and differentiated spider from “things

or separation, there is no fear. But there may

that move” such that the concept spider

be complex feelings that could become fear

carries a different emotional and behavioral

were shrinkage to occur. And there may be

quale. It may not be the strong feeling and

I hope I have made the point that philosophy

the (erroneous) naming of fear without the

clear separation associated with fear (or more

involves not just pursuing random or abstract

behavioral marker that confirms it.

emphatically phobia), but it is at least caution.

thoughts, but entering an intellectual

An expansive understanding of emotion as

The next time our toddler encounters a daddy

so systematically using (and modifying)

both private and public, as both instinctual

longlegs, he will feel and behave differently as

tools developed by past participants in the

and socially-constructed, as linked to behavior

he perceives this object than he did the first

conversation. It is easy to shrink back from

and thought, will enable educators to cultivate

time. Thus, his “fear” originates in his “past

philosophy, to fear it, when you are confronted

feeling constructively—and not defensively—in

history of associations,” but has a reference

with a conversation that sounds like a foreign

the pursuit of growth.

to the future, to the next time. If his habit of

language with moves that confuse rather than

avoiding spiders is reinforced over time, he may

clarify. As I have sketched out an analysis of

choose to avoid other objects (people, places,

fear as an emotion rather than as a feeling, I

about the future, about, as the poet

events, things) that he associates with spiders.

hope that you have begun to see that practicing

Mary Oliver puts it, “How old pain . . . can

For instance, he may choose not to go camping,

philosophy of education might help you to

14

No Fear of Philosophy

conversation already in progress and doing

5) Fear is as much about the past as

stall us at the threshold of function.“

saying that he does not like sleeping in a tent,

solve some of the puzzles that the practice of

Although fear is always referenced to

when his discomfort hearkens back to his

education presents. The puzzle at hand is this:

what might happen in the future, it is

concept of spiders as threatening. Now, one can

Why do students separate themselves from the

deeply grounded in past histories of

live a good life without ever going camping, but

very encounters that will be most fruitful? And

association and in the process of

it is also true that camping offers some insights

how can I encourage their engagement?

perception.

about the natural world that a four star hotel

15
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Because fear’s behavioral marker is the opposite

philosophy of education. Dr. Merritt funded this

of engagement, it cannot be an educator’s

lecture as a kind of invitation to you to be a

tool. But educators who seek to tap students’

knowledgeable participant in that conversation.

motivations and interests in the service of

I invoked Don Quixote for much the same

growth will necessarily stir up discomfort and

reason. If you are uncomfortable or confused, it

other feelings, both positive and negative,

may simply be a sign that you have abandoned

as they move students beyond the comfort

your comfort zone, that there is indeed

zone. It is the educators’ responsibility to do

something challenging and worthwhile in your

so consciously and carefully and to support

future.

students as they learn while feeling. Specifically,
it is our job to prevent strong and complex
feelings from being reduced to fear by the act of
separation that stops growth.
So I am suggesting that education be understood
as an utterly and crucially affective process, that
the uncomfortable nature of education’s affects
be acknowledged and welcomed as signs that
growth can occur and is occurring, and that
educators learn to live comfortably with their
students in this kind of uncomfortable affective
space. If Don Quixote is not a role model, at least
let him be a reminder that living a life of utter
openness to the world is its own reward.
It is not possible not to practice philosophy
of education. Whether or not we claim to be

Barbara S. Stengel is Professor of the Practice of Education in the

philosophers, we do it in the course of our

Department of Teaching and Learning at Vanderbilt University. Professor

work as educators. We ask prior questions, we

Stengel earned a B.A. in Political Science and graduate degrees in

analyze terminology, we challenge arguments,

Religious Studies, Psychology of Sport, and Foundations of Education.

we try to get at the core of things, we ask about

Professor Stengel acknowledges with gratitude the support of Millersville

assumptions, we inquire into the reasons for

University, especially the Sabbatical Leave Committee and Provost Vilas

doing this and not that. The question is whether

Prabu, and the Fulbright Commission of Portugal for the time to frame the

we do it well. Do not let fear keep you from

ideas offered here.

becoming part of the conversation that is
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events.

assistance of mental health

I should note that more of them seem

professionals and psychoanalysis is

able to handle the significant physical

dangerous in the most skilled hands. I

discomfort that seems to accompany

am simply claiming that feelings

athletic achievement, which is

fall within the purview of educators

perhaps a topic for some further

because feelings stick to and slide off

consideration.

of objects. The concepts that are

Examples include: literature (The Life

the stock in trade of the educator

of Pi, Saturday), music (Blue Oyster

carry affect whether we are conscious

Cults’ “Don’t Rear the Reaper,” Jewel’s

of it or not. And while some of the

“Absence of Fear”), film (Crash, Friday
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the 14th, War of the Worlds, Freedom

shared as it is socially constructed,

Writers, V for Vendetta), popular

just as much of it is shaped in the

culture (Fear Factor, Lie to Me) and

personal experience through which

classic culture (Dante’s Inferno).

the student constructed that concept

It is Dewey’s “method of intelligence”

as his or her own. Educators who

or Niebuhr’s “response model” for

pay attention and make few

ethical decision-making.

assumptions about feelings will be
better educators.

It is also Dewey’s contention that
every instance of an emotion such as

14.

The danger in naming fear lies in the

fear is “never twice the same”

behavioral disposition to shrinkage

because the emotion is a function of

that marks the concept. If I say I am

transaction that involves distinctive

afraid, I become more likely to follow

elements of persons and context.

my claim to separation, thus
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Response to Beyond The Comfort Zone
Jim Merritt - Northern Illinois University

H

ow shall I respond to Professor Stengel’s

I lacked the instinctive habit of probing

masterful paper? Her two major points are:

philosophically into bothersome matters. More

(1) We need better understanding of the fears

specifically, I lacked a personal theory of teacher

of learners, and (2) all of us, whether teacher

education and the inclination to settle upon one.

educators or freshman students, need to think

In keeping with my present thinking, the theory

as philosophers of education as we live our lives

I might come upon is this: The function of the

as educators. Her extended account of her study

teacher educator is to guide students to make

of fear should inspire each of us to reflect on our

the transition from what they know to what they

own experience with fear as learner or teacher.

can come to know. (I am putting this as an item
from my experience and not proposing it as a

I hope the relevant personal account I am about

definitive theory on teacher education.) How

to give shall encourage my readers to do just

better for my young colleague had I had such

that. My account is that of a teacher educator. It

theory and encouraged her to express her own

was in my office at night preparing for next day’s

and reflect on how she might choose to act on

teaching, and present was a young colleague

either.

also preparing for her next day’s class—except
that hers was to be visited by an administrator—

Back to Professor Stengel on fear: I must

meaning that renewal of her contract depended

confess that on first reading her paper I feared

upon the administrator’s approval of her

I could not express an adequate philosophical

performance. She was very nervous and

response. To be sure, this is not the first time a

uncertain and not at all confident about what

teacher educator felt inadequate to respond to

to plan. She asked me for advice, and I could

a philosopher’s paper. But in my case I was a

give her none. I cannot recall how I expressed

Fellow in the national Philosophy of Education

my regret; this all happened decades ago; now

Society. Thinking more about why I feared I

at age 97 I am writing about it. But the positive

could not respond, I have decided that the

point is that I now see the relevance of my

reason was that I had long had such fear about

experience to Professor Stengel’s explanations on

many papers I had heard as a member of PES,

fear and philosophy of education. I have come

and I did not intelligently attend to such fear.

to understand why I could give my colleague no
help. The reason, briefly, is: With reference to

How to generalize on this? The key concept is

her request, I did not think as a philosopher of

theory. Just as Stengel gives us an extended

education. The anomaly is this: Although a Fellow

account on the study of fear, we need a detailed

in the Philosophy of Education Society (PES),

study of the concept of theory. There is John
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Dewey’s assertion that there is nothing more

Are there theories which explain my education as

I want to make clear a sort of parallel between

practical than a good theory. In contrast to

a child? As a sixth grader in 1924, I sat in a double

Stengel’s major topics and the major topics of

this, there are still some who blame education

desk with all its mates in orderly rows—seats as if

my response. Stengel’s major topics are the

colleges for putting forth theories which, as

bolted to the floor. If I ask for a theory explaining

need to know about fear in education and the

they claim, will not work in practice. As a newly

this seating, how about: Such is ideal for the

need for teachers to function as philosophers

certified teacher (age 18), I

concept that “a teacher’s

of education. My major topics are the need to

was told of this limitation. (I

major function is to impart

know more about how the concept of theory is

knowledge.” Indeed, I can

used and several ways to describe the function

remember nothing other than

of education schools.

have no memory of hearing
the word theory in my
normal school training.) As a
member of PES, I remember
when the society wanted to
better understand theory
and decided to call in an

The function of the
teacher educator is
to guide students to
make the transition
from what they
know to what they
can come to know.

eminent physical scientist

“one bit of knowledge” which
this teacher (whom I liked

Let me sum up my response to Professor

dearly) taught me. (It was

Stengel’s lecture. (1) Whereas she gives a

the graphic depiction of the

definitive account of the need to understand

circulation of human blood in a

fear in educative situations, my claim is we need

neatly drawn chart.)

as comparable an account on understanding
the usages of the term theory. (2) Whereas she

to address the question. What I remember his
saying is that one cannot expect to think of

How would John Dewey have described my

envisions teachers functioning as philosophers

theory as applied to education as meaning the

seating situation? He would have noted that fixed

of education, my claim is that we need a

same as applied to the physical (and biological?)

arrangement of the desks is detrimental to a child’s

philosophical study of our choices in describing

sciences.

need to be physically active as they learn (e.g.

the functions of schools of education. Their

their need to work at times in small committees).

function is not to offer a body of theories

Back to the charge that education schools offer

(I remember no such committee in any of my

reputed to work in practice. Better that their

theories which will not work in practice; I have

elementary school classrooms.)

work includes engaging in philosophical study of
any theory in which there is interest.

friends who believe this. This complaint can
imply that the major function of a school of

There is no “theory of education” comparable to

education is to offer theories which shall work in

the theories of gravity, relativity, and evolution.

There is the popular notion that education

practice. If such has been a major function. then

In addition to theory being a concept much used

schools “teach teachers to teach.” Such needs

I with experience as student in three schools

about education, it is much used in our culture. I

confrontation with the knowledge that most

of education have done a remarkable feat of

ask you why my lawn mower will not start, and

everyone knows much about teaching—from

regretting. I remember no occasion in receiving

you reply that your theory is I have flooded it.

teaching a child to make a bow to how to pray.

“a theory” reputed to “work in practice.” I can

The detective fiction writer makes much use of

So I hereby make the tentative conclusion that

recall no occasion in which “a theory” was the

the word. Theory, then, is a loose synonym for

the safest notion of the function of education

focus of discussion. What does “work in practice?”

explanation or conjecture or idea.

schools is that they foster the philosophical

What does “work”—that is, what functions—is the

study of all important ideas concerning

teacher’s teaching strategy for good or ill.

education.
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Considering Philosophy for Education:
A Curmudgeonly Challenge to Commercialism, Reductionism, and the Quest for Certainty
Deron R. Boyles - Georgia State University

W

hen we graduated with our Ph.D.s, my

just like most everyone here today. You have

friends and I held a party. It wasn’t a typical

been well-schooled to write a five-paragraph

party. It was called “The Soap Box Party,” and

essay, to raise your hands to speak, and to

there were two straightforward rules. Each

follow directions. You have been trained to

person had to stand on the soap box and

believe that the purpose of school is to prepare

talk about their thesis for five minutes. This

people for a job and that schools should lay out

sounded easy enough because each of us had

for everyone the logical sequence of essential

recently defended our dissertations, so we

courses that will give them the basic skills they

certainly should have been able to talk about

need to get that job. I bet that most of you

our work for a mere five minutes. The rub was

have been so well-schooled that you actually

the other rule. You couldn’t cite anybody else’s

believe that there are such pre-existent things

work. You had to hold forth for five minutes

as a “second grade reading level” and “best

without a single “as Dewey said” or “according

practices.” I further assert that many, if not

to Foucault.” The goal was to speak with

most, of you think learning should be fun, books

authority—as though we had achieved a level

should be free, and classes should be “infused

of sophistication and understanding that meant

with technology.”

we knew what we were talking about.
Let me share with you an experience I engage
Nobody made it. Not a single person

in with my students and invite everyone, but

succeeded. Why do you suppose we couldn’t

particularly students in the audience, to do what

get through it without a reference to some

I tell my students to do. Take out a piece of

author or theorist? Well, the answer is almost

paper and write your name in the upper right

as straightforward as the rules of the soap

hand corner. Next, write the following: “I, [write

box contest itself: We were too-well schooled.

your first name], am oppressed. If I were not

We learned very well what our job was as a

oppressed, I would not be putting the period

doctoral student. We had to take a long list

at the end of this sentence.” What continues

of classes, read lots of books, write plenty

to fascinate me is the overwhelming number

of papers—and cite source after source after

of students who finish writing the second

source. We had to present at conferences, and

sentence and put the period at the end of that

we had to publish our work. We had to know

sentence. They are so well-schooled that they

Plato’s Forms, Pestalozzi’s regard for young

follow instructions—somewhat blindly. A few

children, and that Charles Saunders Peirce’s

students don’t complete the exercise, perhaps

last name is pronounced “Purse,” not “Peirce,”

aware of the trickster nature of the setup or

like it’s spelled. Indeed we had to know what

demonstrating a form of agency. But, again, my

they said, when they said it, and what they

intrigue is with the inordinate number of the

meant. We learned very well . . . presumably,

people who do put the period at the end of
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the sentence. Are you one of those people? Do

focused in specific areas, this talk will focus on

tone in mind, then, let’s see how many of you I

you put the proverbial period at the end of the

my concern that commercialism, reductionism,

can “positively” offend; “productively” challenge.

sentence you are told to write?

and the quest for certainty are overtaking much
of what we do in P-12 schools, counseling,

Encroachment of Commercialization
in Schools and Schooling

The subtitle of this talk has the word

leadership, and the academy. I mean this talk,

curmudgeon in it. For those of you unfamiliar

therefore, as a kind of performativity that goes

with this term, a curmudgeon is someone

beyond an academic treatise about philosophy

Commercialization of schools and schooling

who is surly, cantankerous, and (at times)

and education and provides provocation as an

is not limited to school-business partnerships

ill-mannered. I’m not consciously working on

impetus for all of us to enact philosophy for

or corporate campaigns inside classrooms.

having my picture added to the dictionary

education.

It includes these things, to be sure, and I’ll

next to the word
curmudgeon, but I find
myself increasingly
frustrated and irritated.
I’m frustrated by
people talking about
education who don’t
appear to know
anything about
it. I’m irritated by

We are faced with
“don’t trust, quantify.”
It’s reductionism. It’s
commercialism: Both are
central problems for which
philosophy can and should
be put to use to question
and contest.

administrators and

provide a number of examples later in this
So, with some

talk. What I want to tease out of the topic of

understanding of the reason

commercialization in schools is the degree to

behind the tone of this talk,

which commercialism in the broader society

with your indulgence to be

has highlighted a long, slow devolution—a

confronted in ways that

perversion—of humanist teaching and learning.

may sound or seem (or be)

Like the student who came to me just prior to

uncomfortable, I wish to

the start of a graduate seminar in philosophy

detail a few specifics that

of education. She said that she had heard

feed my curmudgeonly

lovely things about my teaching and that she

disposition. These specifics

understood it to be a tough-but-rewarding

professors in colleges of education who appear

are tied to what I see as the continued

course. She wanted to know, however, before

to be seeking grants to “buy themselves out” of

encroachment of commercialization in schools

she actually signed up for the course and

teaching rather than connecting the important

and schooling.1 Subsumed and intertwined

paid for it, whether she was going to get her

work that grants sometimes yield with their

with this overarching theme, I also extend the

“money’s worth.” I thought about the question

instruction. I’m aghast at students who think

general critique to politics in higher education,

for a moment and replied that I would answer

that because they paid tuition, they get to

grants, and teaching. I end by offering an

her question if she would go out and find the

cast themselves as customers seeking their

option or two but also end with a challenge

algorithm I would need to use in order to

“money’s worth” from their professors. I’m

to overcome what I take to be a lack of ideas

answer it. She never came back.

frustrated at the increasing number of students

regarding what might represent the everyday

who care more about their grade than critical

practice of philosophy in life that merges theory

The point, though, is the question she asked.

and ethical understanding. My goal, therefore,

and practice in critically transitive ways.2 In

It’s like a question of a guarantee or a warranty.

is to challenge the broad array of people who

short, I am challenging you to be philosophical

“Am I going to get my money’s worth?” As

have taken the time to come and hear this

in order to address problems you face in school

though the seminar is a commodity that can be

curmudgeonly talk. Since much of my work has

and society. Keeping the intentionality of my

bought and sold like tissue paper or ball bearings.
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The question represents reductionist and

students might pay $350 per course is different

convenience a defensible element in determining

utilitarian understandings of teaching and

from the private university where the cost is

both the cost and ease of a course? I raise

learning. It presumes that I know whether the

often more than $750 per credit. Both are

these questions not in an effort to answer

student will actually read the books, participate

arguably different from for-profit colleges, where

whether you get your money’s worth, but to

in the classroom dialogue, raise questions, and

higher costs (and significantly greater debt) do

trouble the assumptions behind the question in

think outside of class. “Am I going to get my

not yield greater quality, but greater flexibility

the first place. That is, “Am I going to get my

money’s worth?” What would it take to answer

and convenience. Does this mean the public

money’s worth?” presumes that the value of

the question? Does tuition help? Maybe, but the

university student is getting a bargain? Is the

your schooling is based on monetary value. Of

same course taught at a public university where

private university student in a better course? Is

course money is a factor, but if our understanding
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of teaching and learning is understood primarily

necessary information you need to pass the

most component parts, then sequentially lay out

in terms of fiscal decisions, then meaning-

tests and pass the class. It’s a simple business

the information students would need for future

making, criticality, and, indeed, questioning itself

transaction, in other words, such that what

occupations. Teachers would then “bolt” the

becomes tainted by “mental mercantilism”—a

becomes reified are the roles of students,

specifics onto the “product qua student” and,

reductionist utilitarianism that mutates our

teachers, the curriculum, and schooling itself. It

at the end of the assembly line (graduation),

understandings by forcing us to look at and

reminds me of Paulo Freire’s well-known critique

you get a complete piece of “merchandise.” For

understand the world through the lenses of

of schooling as “banking education.” 3 Teachers

those who may wish to argue that this point is

“commodity” or “fiscal rationality.”

deposit information into the empty vaults called

an oversimplification or extreme interpretation,

students’ brains, then withdraw that information

consider the direct parallel to teacher education

The underlying commodification of teaching,

(typically on Fridays) to “prove” that students

in Georgia. In my adopted state, there is a law

learning, and schooling is therefore part of what

have learned and “know” the material. But

that colleges of education have to guarantee

I want to challenge today. As though school

what is actually learned? Isn’t it the case that

their graduates.5 If a graduate of my college

is analogous to a “drive-thru” at Wendy’s, the

as students, we have learned that schooling

goes out to teach and is deemed by the school

paradigm shift from school to business isn’t

is little more than a game, a set of hoops you

district to be “defective,” that person, like a

so much a shift as it is a corporate takeover.

have to navigate? More philosophically, what

faulty washing machine, can be returned to the

Schools are markets. Schools are businesses.

do you know as a result of banking education?

factory, the college, to be fixed—and for free.

Schools are fast-food joints. There is a fixed

Is it even knowledge at all or mere data or

Schools and colleges are factories, teachers

menu (curriculum), a box into which you speak

information “recall?”

and professors are assembly-line workers, and

your order (questions from students about

students are widgets. The law didn’t come about

answers and grades), and a window at which

Part of my point is to figure out how it came

from ether. It is situated in a state, a culture,

a person takes your money and through which

about that schooling gets reduced to market

and a country that seemingly vaunts business

gives you what you ordered (bursar’s office

exchanges. Elsewhere, I’ve pointed to Joseph

logic over all. It also seems to me that this logic

and classroom where, after tuition is paid,

Mayer Rice who, in the late 1800s went around

de-skills teachers and leaders, turning them

the teacher or professor tells students what

the country trying to find the best schools. His

into script readers and policy bureaucrats. It’s a

they need to do in order to “get” an A). It’s

goal was to say to the “bad” schools, “Hey, look

form of reductionism that restricts and narrows

convenient, the work of making the meal has

what the good schools are doing. You do what

inquiry and appears to me to be linked to a lack

been done for you, and the only effort expended

they are doing and you, too, will be a good

of trust fomented by those on the political and

on your part was pushing a button to lower

school.” With an early form of reductionism or

economic right who want to see public schools

your window and the breath it took to say that,

overgeneralization, whereby the vicissitudes of

privatized and colleges and universities gutted

yes, you’d like to “super-size it” (by showing

human learning are reduced to a 19th century

of public support (thus the sharp turn toward

up for class and/or doing extra credit for grade

version of “what works” or “best practices,”

grant-writing and “external funding”). Part of the

inflation?). That way you really get your money’s

Rice was setting the foundation for the social

overall foment, the “language of crisis” repeats

worth, right? For schooling, the curriculum is

efficiency advocates of the early 20th century.4

calls for “accountability” and “assessments” that

set, you “choose” the track you’re on, and then

These efficiency advocates saw schools as Ford

“prove” that “strategies work.” It seems to be a

you sit waiting for the teacher to tell you the

factories. Break the curriculum down into its

twist on Ronald Reagan’s adoption of the
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Russian proverb “trust, but verify.” We are,

and these questions are of a particular

To link back to the Pizza Hut example, I’d like to

instead, faced with “don’t trust, quantify.” It’s

sort. They seek deeper understanding and

underscore two sub-points: 1) contrivance, and

reductionism. It’s commercialism: Both are

meaningfulness. Philosophers aren’t generally

2) behaviorism. For 1) I suspect many students

central problems for which philosophy can and

concerned about raising questions that yield

get the pizza coupon, but don’t actually read

should be put to use to question and contest.

answers to procedural questions (how can

the books they are supposed to read. To those

More will be said on this point later.

I manipulate the reading program to get a

who participated in the program, did you read

free pizza?). Instead, we want to know more

all of the books you were supposed to read?

For now, how many of you participated in

about what is behind the program. We want

Be honest with yourselves. You, with millions

Pizza Hut’s “BOOK IT!” program? This is the

to understand more than we want to “collect”

of other students, learned how to manipulate

program that bribes you
to “read” in order to get
a free pan pizza. “Read”
a certain number of
books, have the list of
readings certified by the
teacher, then get your
coupon for a “free” pizza.
Sounds lovely, doesn’t

answers.

Grants exert a real if
indirect control over
institutions and faculty
members, even putting
into question their
supposed raison d’etre:
teaching.

it? On the upside, we

the system for personal, selfish gain—a proud
feature of corporatism. You figured out, early

Here is where I am reminded

on, that if you appeared to do the reading—if

of Plato’s dialogue Meno. The

you tricked the teacher—you could still get

main character opens the

your free pizza. What we might have, then, is

dialogue with this question:

a perverse form of justice, actually. You played

“Can you tell me, Socrates, is

an already contrived program by contriving

virtue teachable?” It’s a great

reading for yourselves. If so, doesn’t this set

question from a philosophical

up schooling as a series of fake hoops or banal

vantage point (What does virtue

procedures? Doesn’t this cheapen or limit the

could say that Pizza Hut (owned by PepsiCo)

mean? What constitutes teaching? etc.), but

degree to which inquiry (in this case, actually

is being a beneficent corporate citizen that

Meno isn’t asking the question philosophically.

reading) is evidenced? Doesn’t it set up school

helps children read. But, did you know that the

He’s asking the question as a sophist. He wants

as a game or puzzle to be figured out, and so

program targets students in grades 3-6? Did

an answer. As a sophist, he’s more interested

figured, literally “played”?

you know that the “free” pan pizza given to the

in being able to say that he has gathered

child produces, on average, $20 in spending at

conclusions (aka passed a test) than he is

Linked to this idea of contrivance is a second

the restaurant? Think about it. If you’re in 4th

grappling with the messy, convoluted, difficult

point, 2) behaviorism. Pizza Hut is a convenient

grade and you “earn” the “free” pizza, are you

task of inquiry.6 Are students today more likely

illustration, but it’s far from an isolated instance

going to drive to Pizza Hut yourself? As it often

to be Menonic than in the past? What about the

of behaviorism in schools. Stickers, candy, stars

happens, parents take their child for the “free”

work of professors and administrators—what

on the bulletin board, money for grades, and

pizza, then end up buying meals for themselves

characterizes the work and the motivation (or

so on, all emanate from a behaviorism that

that cost $20. In terms of marketing, it’s really

motivating factors) behind the work? To what

sees students as objects for manipulation. The

rather brilliant. In terms of the boast that Pizza

degree is the work done meaningful versus

problem, as Jack Conrad Willers put it, is not

Hut is helping children learn to read, I think we

perfunctory? Should we charge a faculty affairs

that behaviorism doesn’t work. The problem

have to be a bit more suspect. Philosophy helps

committee with establishing a subcommittee to

with behaviorism is that it does work. We can

here because philosophers relish questions—

write a report on the work that is done?

manipulate behaviors. And while there are
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myriad examples in which I think it’s defensible

businesses. That’s not what I’m saying.

businesses. I’m not, in other words, talking

(especially, for instance, in cases where special

Students, generally speaking, are going

about the local Burch jewelry store that takes

needs children demonstrate “self-mutilation,” or

to get jobs. I’ll even go so far to say that

out an ad in the high school football program or

when physical or mental violence in any form

students should get jobs. My critique is about

the “mom-and-pop” restaurant that buys space

is practiced in school), I fear that behaviorism

childhood, timing, and what it means to learn.

in the annual yearbook. These businesses may

is too often misplaced and misused. I fear that

My concern is that children are subjected to

place ads, but they do not develop curriculum,

teachers (and administrators) will be too eager

employment narratives and goals far, far too

programs, or other formal infiltrations into

to practice behaviorist methods of control and

early in their lives. When schooling focuses

classrooms.7 My critique is with the large

manipulation before or instead of practicing

on job preparation, it loses its focus on the

marketing departments that intentionally target

humane interaction wherein the interests of

students themselves and the rich content that

students as consumers and set out to exploit

students and others guide inquiry and minimize

organically emerges out of children who are

schools as markets rather than support schools

the need for misguided behaviorist control

inherently inquisitive beings. Play gets reduced

as schools: public spaces for learning, growing,

in the first place. Let me emphasize the link

to “developing social skills,” inquiry becomes

and meaning-making.

between 1) and 2), in different words. If Pizza

“study skills,” and learning becomes “test-taking

Hut’s “BOOK IT!” program produced readers

skills.” This, too, is reductionism. That is, taking

instead of eaters, great. But Pizza Hut isn’t in

complex notions and breaking them down

the “business” of education. They are in the

into tiny parts. Skills, techniques, strategies,

Higher Education, Privatized
Scientism, and Grants

pizza pie business. What are the reasons, other

procedures, and so on, may all be part of

Not to leave out my colleagues in the academy,

than contrived notions of learning that mask

teaching and learning, but what I take to be the

I’d like to turn for a moment and use a lens

profit-making, for Pizza Hut to be involved

myopic view of them as central to what teaching

of critique similar to the one used to question

with schools? On what behaviorist elements

and learning means is a terrible mistake—but

students and P-12 schooling. I’m specifically

does their program operate? I’m submitting to

one that, again, likely rings strange to your ears

talking about the movement toward a grants

you for your consideration that Pizza Hut, like

as skills, techniques, strategies, procedures,

culture that, in my view, is an instantiation

almost all other businesses that are “partners

“best practices,” and so on, are all the rage

of much of the problem with the quest for

in education,” operates on and reinforces

and feed your quest for certainty, behaviorist

certainty and the resulting quest for money.

a form of selfishness, where you learn to

control, and order. Let me quickly note that

The pursuit of grants, whether for institutional

“get,” regardless of authentic learning and

my critique of businesses does not mean I

or individual reasons, has led to what Benjamin

substantive inquiry. What you really “get” are

hate all businesses, either. My concern is with

Baez and I refer to as a “grants culture” that

advertisements, commercialism, and school-

businesses that think their involvement in

now characterizes much of what happens in the

business partnerships.

schooling is somehow necessary, vital, and

name of research at universities.8 Institutions

inherently good. Further, perhaps especially,

are pressuring faculty to obtain external

Let me also pause for a second and be sure I’m

my concern is with those businesses that

funds to subsidize their research, to be sure,

clear on a couple of other points. At around this

exploit children, teachers, and schools for their

but it is not clear to us why this is the case.

time in talks like this one, listeners sometimes

corporate profits and market-share gain. This

Conventional wisdom suggests that universities

conclude—too hastily—that I’m against jobs and

critique rarely concerns small, non-franchised

pressure faculty to engage in sponsored
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research because of decreasing public funds

(or threaten to do so), where they can

Nevertheless, while only a small number of

for research. But Baez and I question the

negotiate better working conditions (that is,

universities and faculty do research and secure

totalizing account of such logic, especially since

more freedom to pursue grants). But this point

external funds, all faculty are affected. As

it is clear that prestige, reputation, and worth

suggests a paradox: Faculty gain a measure of

Robert Blackburn and Janet Lawrence explain,

are based on the amount of external funding

independence from their universities but only

where the production of scholarly publications

9

received by institutions,

10

and, similarly, faculty gain
prestige and institutional and
professional rewards on the

When all is seen as a
“local” concern, the
system is left intact.

basis of their ability to secure

by increasing their dependence

was once the almost exclusive domain of

on grants. Such a dependence

research and doctoral universities, today

on grants seems to be one of

faculty nearly everywhere perceive pressure to

the hidden consequences of

obtain external funding, conduct research, and

the grants culture: The pursuit

publish their findings.15 Furthermore, the elite

grants. Research is, as Sheila Slaughter and

of grants requires something like a Faustian

universities and their faculty exert a powerful

Larry Leslie explain, what differentiates among

bargain, offering a kind of independence from

influence on other institutions and their faculty,

and within institutions.12 And it is not all certain

institutions but only by requiring dependence

as Christopher Jencks and David Riesman noted

that faculty and institutions would change if

on grants.

almost 40 years ago.16 Thus, faculty members

11

public funding practices changed in their favor.

everywhere wish they could spend more time
It might seem appropriate to some to discount

on research, and colleges and universities are

Remarkably, many in higher education

our critique of the grants culture as critiquing

increasingly asking faculty to subsidize their own

take as given the grants culture, and when

the practices of just a few select institutions,

research through external funding.

there is any questioning at all, it typically is

particularly the elite public and private research

about particular practices associated with

universities. Indeed, such universities and

Blackburn and Lawrence fail to question this

grants (e.g., a reduction in basic research,

their faculty do spend (and receive) the bulk

“pressure” to procure grants, recommending

a lack of disinterested research, a lack of

of the money available for sponsored research.

instead that “institutions that want to increase

adequate funding, shifting governmental and

Much of federal funding for university research

this kind of output need to consider ways they

foundation priorities, narrow views of science

goes to 125 universities.13 Thus, only a small

can assist faculty members prepare acceptable

by the Institute for Education Sciences, little

minority of researchers working at the top

[grant] proposals.” 17 Furthermore, they argue

institutional support for the management

research-oriented universities produce the bulk

that faculty need relief from assignments like

of grants, extensive reporting requirements

of research and receive the majority of external

teaching, help from advanced students who

associated with grants, and so forth). But the

funding (perhaps only 19% of academics).14

can help them locate key sources, and seed

logic of the culture itself is rarely questioned.

This dominance by so few institutions leads to

money to start up the research for which they

The logic of the grants culture is such that

resentment and intense competition, but it also

will ultimately seek external funding. This logic

faculty who secure grants become in a

sheds doubt on the integrity of peer review,

is all the more remarkable because it has gone

large sense more “independent” from their

which supposedly reviews grant proposals on

unquestioned so far. It is not just the individual

institutions, as those with grants are relieved

the basis of the merits of the proposal.

seeking grants who this affects, but everyone

from their duties (such as teaching and service)

else as well: Other faculty must pick up the

and can move more easily to other institutions

“slack” created by relieving the grant-writer
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from institutional assignments; students’

Yet, let’s pause before attributing the grants

focusing on the humanities and separating

work can be exploited for the faculty’s and

culture solely to the federal government

classified research from the main campus went

institution’s benefit; and money is shifted from

or to any one source. Since the 1920s, as

by the wayside in its (and its researchers’)

elsewhere (because the logic of accounting

Roger Geiger argues, additional wealth was

pursuit of money. It is clear to us that the

makes everything a zero-sum game). Such an

invested in more and better faculty, especially

amount of money from external sources, and

impact on others is obscured because the logic

those researchers actively engaged in the

the prestige it confers, creates the “need” for

of grants is such that they can be framed at

advancement of knowledge. This was sparked

it—universities did not “need” this money until

the level of an abstraction that brackets off the

by philanthropic foundations, particularly the

they took it and got used to it.

impact their pursuit and securement will have

Rockefeller trusts, and such participation in turn

on others, on the production of knowledge,

increased the prestige of the institution and

Elaborating upon a point made earlier, while

and even on the subject of the research itself:

the faculty member.21 This phenomenon was

there seems to be a shift in current patterns of

It is not important what the grant is for—the

exacerbated by the

amount is the primary focus; the research itself

flood of federally-

is irrelevant, or, more accurately, of secondary

sponsored research

importance.

since World War
II—and especially

Philosophically investigating
school-business partnerships
is one way to challenge the
conflation of consumerism
with citizenship, private
goods with public goods.

public funding of higher
education, Baez and I
are not sure whether this
shift necessarily entails a
decrease in such funding,

The grants culture, it is worth noting, was

after Sputnik, which

not caused by the “crisis” associated with

skewed research

decreasing public funding since the 1980s. State

toward the physical

and federal entities have indeed dramatically

sciences, engineering, and medicine—as a

that federal investment in higher education has

curtailed the rate of funding and have required

result of the numerous and enormous grants

diminished, its logic for investing in science

extensive accounting for the money they now

from the National Science Foundation, the

has not changed. It may be that the amount of

give.18 But, as Lawrence Gladieux, Jaqueline

National Aeronautical and Space Administration,

public funding for research has not diminished

King, and Melanie Corrigan assert, federal

and the National Institutes of Health.22

all that much, but that its purposes have.

support of science at universities predates

This money essentially “made” the premier

Previous patterns of federal funding emphasized

federal support for student aid, the former

research universities, faculty, and even

basic research and directed grants to individual

traceable to the late 1800s. And while federal

disciplines. Princeton University, for example,

professors. Current funding patterns suggest

funding for research constitutes less than 10%

was transformed from a university known

that grants are being reallocated to (a)

of the total revenues for higher education, it can

for its emphasis on humanities-centered

applied (or functional) projects that benefit

make up about 25% of the revenues at research

undergraduate education to one that is known

the American economy as opposed to basic

universities.19 Indeed, federal support of the

for its graduate school, science and engineering

research, (b) earmarked projects rather

sciences has so defined the sciences to the point

programs, large-scale sponsored research, and

than those that go through the peer review

that scientists find it inconceivable to think of

industrial consulting—all due to the securement

process,24 and (c) research institutes and

their work without external funding.

of extensive federal-research funds since World

centers rather than individual professors.25

War II. Princeton’s supposed core values of

Furthermore, one may say that traditional

20

23
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public funding for national objectives has been

institutional practice in more or less direct

School of Education at Harvard University,

replaced by another kind of “public funding,”

ways. These foundations can be community-

spoke about the role of research foundations

which (1) furthers privatization and which

based foundations (e.g., Neighborhood

in colleges and universities. As a historian, she

comes from private and public corporations,

Associations), family or personal foundations,

shared her thoughts regarding the development

subsidized by governments either directly or

special-purpose foundations (e.g., Harvard

of foundations from the late 19th century to the

through tax breaks, and (2) are supported by

Glee Club), company or corporate foundations,

present. She indicated that the 20th century

pro-competitive policies that make knowledge

and the more commonly-recognized national,

witnessed a remarkable growth in both the

a commodity that is saleable. Indeed, the

independent foundations (e.g., Ford, Kellogg,

number and influence of foundations, that

power of science as a profession is intricately

Carnegie, etc.). Foundations award between

foundations represent varied political agendas,

tied to the capitalist forces reshaping the

$32-35 billion annually, and thus are key

and that most of the money to start foundations

economy and restructuring social institutions

players in the movement toward an enterprise

came from wealthy industrialists. Importantly,

accordingly. Capitalists saw science as useful

of sponsored research.

she also indicated a distinction between

28

29

for their interests, and so they ensured a heavy

research and teaching in universities and argued

public investment in science. All this is done

Is it any wonder, then, that the grants culture

against equating scholarship and teaching, as

for the sake of “economic growth” and for the

has taken hold? Given that external funds

Ernest Boyer attempted to do in Scholarship

benefit of the increasingly large, multinational

went to very few institutions, and that these

Reconsidered.30 Part of her point was that

corporations. These policies are also given the

institutions gained considerable prestige and

research and teaching are fundamentally

“force of law,” since courts uphold them, and by

power as a result, others have emulated them,

different enterprises and each should be seen

doing so support and extend the imperatives of

leading to an intense competition for public and

as valuable, especially in terms of faculty

entrepreneurship and privatization.27

private funds. The logic of the grants culture is

promotion and tenure at institutions of higher

that colleges and universities can, technically,

education.

26

Again, focusing on governmental bodies tells

refuse external funding. But why would they,

only part of the story, for the grants culture has

when so much revenue can be gained from it,

During the question and answer portion of her

other major players. Private foundations and

and when institutional and professional identity

talk, I asked Lagemann about the effect of

corporations (which also fund research through

and prestige are directly tied to grants? Grants

foundation-supported research on teaching.

the foundations they create) have taken on

exert a real if indirect control over institutions

Specifically, I asked if teaching was the first

significance in sponsored research. This is likely

and faculty members, even putting into question

casualty of sponsored research, given that

the result of shifting patterns of public funding.

their supposed raison d’etre: teaching.

faculty who obtain grants usually “buy”

The critiques of corporate funding are prevalent,
but the critique of foundations grants are less

themselves out of teaching in order to fulfill

Teaching and Grants

so. Yet, private foundations affect institutions,

their sponsored research obligations. Lagemann
acknowledged the issue as a problem but

faculty, and their research through the choices

At a symposium on higher education at Georgia

suggested that the question needed to be

of areas they support. Foundations certainly

State University in 2001, Ellen Condliffe

answered at the “local level.” Foundations should

have different purposes than governmental

Lagemann, former president of the Spencer

not, she claimed, set policy regarding teaching

entities, but nevertheless shape research and

Foundation and former dean of the Graduate

load reduction at sponsored institutions.
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This response was surprising, given what she

giving insufficient attention to the

independently nor locally, and thus funding

stated in her talk and in her books. Indeed, she

associated long-range, unanticipated, and

agencies are implicated in the very system many

has illustrated before how private foundations

even undesirable consequences of their

of them deny.

directly and indirectly shape the course of

actions and achievements.33

research at universities and the direction of

The current tenor in higher education—indeed,

government spending on universities, and

Thus to claim that the tensions between

in all of society—champions free market

so they dictate in a very important sense the

research and teaching created by sponsored

entrepreneurship over teaching, such that

politics of knowledge and how that politics

research are a “local” matter is to deny what

teaching become the de facto sacrificial lamb

influences institutional practices. She states,

she has specifically written.

on the alter of foundation-, government-, and
corporate-subsidized grants and ideology. To

But within a society where a politics of

When all is seen as a “local” concern, the

push decision-making “down” to the “local

knowledge was emerging and intensifying,

system is left intact. The logic of such a

level” of colleges and universities, or even

a foundation so chartered could exercise

statement assumes that institutions pursue or

to faculty members themselves, is therefore

power beyond that inherent in its

refuse grants independently, and, consequently,

not to push decision-making down at all. The

extraordinary wealth. The [Carnegie]

faculty members who pursue grants, pursue

decision has already been made in favor of

Corporation’s self-imposed mandate to

them independently, and those who refuse

entrepreneurship, and the message to faculty

define, develop, and distribute knowledge

grants, refuse them independently. Yet,

is becoming increasingly clear, if strident: Get

was, in a sense, a franchise to govern, in

institutional (and, increasingly, professional)

grants! Bringing in extra funds to one’s college

important indirect ways.31

reputation hinges on attaining these grants, and

adds to institutional coffers (and one’s own)

so the foundations are directly complicit in the

and does offer some important opportunities.

She also explains that the Carnegie

priorities institutions make. Faculty pursue and

Among these opportunities is benefiting society

Corporation’s “funds have often made a

refuse grants only within institutional settings

through important research and working closely

significant difference in a scholarly career, in

and within a system that rewards and punishes

with a select number of students brought into

the development of a field of knowledge, or

accordingly. Furthermore, those who are

the project by grant money. The opportunity to

in the life of a college, research institution,

relieved of teaching responsibilities to pursue

do the research in the first place is, of course,

or library.” This “power” and influence, she

grants do not get relieved independently: Others

an opportunity. Furthermore, budgeting systems

indicates, are

must pick up the slack, so to speak. Those who

may make grants the most effective means

refuse grants do not do so independently: They

of getting work done. They may pay for the

not unique to one foundation. Other

are ostracized and their complaints labeled

salaries of secretaries and other staff who take

foundations have participated in the politics

“shrill” and “out of touch,” as Baez and I have

care of the management of grants; they can

of knowledge. . . . And other foundations,

heard said about us when we have brought up

allow faculty to travel to conferences in order

think tanks, and professional associations

these concerns at various meetings. Moreover,

to disseminate the results of research and to

have taken advantage of immediate

those who refuse grants will find it difficult

receive support from other colleagues; and they

opportunities to advance one or another

to obtain institutional funding to pursue their

can give many faculty some independence from

reform, sometimes in the process

scholarship.34 Such decisions neither take place

the whims of administrators.

32
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One wonders, however, if faculty are selling

foundations outspend liberal ones seven to

existences when, for example, teachers claim

out the majority of their students (and some of

one. What problems does external funding

“I can’t speak out about school-business

their colleagues) by seeking grants in the first

resolve? What problems does such funding

partnerships because my school might lose

place. A closer look at this issue may reveal

raise and create? What solutions might exist to

funding or I might lose my job . . . that’s the

that faculty are hegemonically reproducing a

mediate the arguably negative aspects of selling

‘real world’ and I can’t do anything about it.” 36

capital market niche which privileges money

out for grant money?

Differently, semitransitivity is characterized by

35

over meaning and grant-seeking over teaching.

individuals who see the world as changeable,

In this way, blame does not rest ultimately

So now that I’ve groused and squawked and

but see the world in unrelated segments such

with foundations, government agencies, and

griped about some key aspects of what’s wrong

that semitransitivity is two-dimensional and

corporate oligarchs, but with institutions and

in both P-12 schooling and higher education,

short term. Business groups may donate money,

faculty themselves. Indeed, Lagemann may be

is there any hope or optimism? Is my view so

time, or materials, for example, but teachers

correct in a way she did not intend to be: The

negative that there is no possibility for agency

do not ask whether businesses are getting

problem of sponsored research may be looked

or action? Has the baby been thrown out with

tax credits, free advertising, or other “perks.”

for at the “local level.”

the bathwater? No. There are reasons for a

While intransitivity and semitransitivity are

meliorist stance, actually. Optimism comes in

most visible in schools, Freire’s ultimate goal—

The expectations for scientific methods and

the form of championing critical transitivity, and

critical transitivity—is rarely evidenced. Critical

topics of research that get funded limit faculty

I’ll conclude my remarks today by clarifying

transitivity is demonstrated when individuals

who might otherwise opt to engage in grant-

what I think critical transitivity requires and ask

make, according to Shor, “broad connections

seeking. Here, however, is the crux of the

for your responses in the “Q & A” session that

between individual experience and social

point: Why are faculty engaged in sponsored

follows this talk. I’m interested in engaging in

issues . . . . In education, critically [transitive]

research at all? What social, political, and

more conversation about the willingness to take

teachers and students synthesize personal and

economic forces have raised expectations in

on the responsibility of becoming or continuing

social meanings with a specific theme, text, or

such a way that buying one’s self out of, say,

to be critically transitive—of enacting philosophy

issue.” 37 Students and teachers who critique

teaching, becomes the goal of teachers qua

for education.

advertising, commercialism, and schoolbusiness partnerships rather than seek them

professors? While the push toward grant-getting

Toward Radical Democratic
Politics in Schools: Critical
Transitivity via Object Lessons

out or participate in them without question,

limitations are there to sponsored research?

Critical transitivity is best understood when

The point of connecting consumer materialism

Sponsored research is sponsored by someone

compared to two other levels of awareness—

and critical transitivity in relation to advertising,

or something else. Lagemann referenced in

intransitivity and semitransitivity. The phrases

commercialism, and school-business

her talk conservative and liberal foundations as

come from Paulo Freire, and intransitivity means

partnerships is to engage students and teachers

though their numbers were equal, and hence,

“noncritical (in)action.” Intransitivity repudiates

in debates and arguments over, for example, the

their agendas balanced, but conservative

the power of individuals to change their

motives for business involvement in schools, the

is reaching a fevered pitch, what consequences
result? What assumptions are made about the
value and quality of the grant-getter and his

are demonstrating, in minor form, what critical
transitivity requires.

or her role as teacher and researcher? What
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benefits from partnerships for schools versus

philosophers for education: questioning their

diplomas to students (and employ teachers and

the benefits for businesses, and what is gained

own schooling at the very time they are

administrators) who are unable (or unwilling?)

and lost in specific partnerships. Are businesses

engaged in it. The question, again, is not

to raise questions about motive, meaning, and

altruistic in their “support”? How much time and

for the purpose of “getting answers,” but to

the consequences—both positive and negative—

money is spent by school districts in “human

problematize and make contingent what is

of supporting business influences on and in

hours” securing and maintaining partnerships?

otherwise taken as “concluded” or “certain.”

schools. A cycle is established, then, where

If businesses paid
nonreduced taxes
(i.e., many businesses
get tax reductions for
locating in particular
geographic areas),
would the dollar
amount of their
“contributions” to
schools be greater
or smaller than what

Classrooms should be
democratic counter-public
spaces where student and
teacher inquiry is supportively
antagonistic: where
teachers, administrators,
counselors, students, and
so on, understand and enact
philosophy for education.

they would have

Unfortunately, formal

business expectations for schools beget schools

opportunities for

that push products, provide free advertising,

questioning (perhaps,

and “produce” future consumers who, in turn,

especially, philosophical

favor and support business interests and

questioning) in the

corporate involvement in public schooling.

vast majority of
schools are limited

While a case might be made to get rid of

as testing-, grading-,

advertising, commercialism, and school-

and preparation for

business partnerships altogether, the

future life-oriented

ultimate point of this talk (a) assumes that

curricula are overly

advertisements, commercialism, and school-

plentiful. My concern

business partnerships are not going away;

paid if they had not received a tax break? Do

here is that business partnerships inherently

and (b) argues that, therefore, schools should

we realize that donations, unlike taxes, can

inhibit questioning and instead help develop

enact a form of “reverse exploitation” of their

be withdrawn at will? These are the kinds

uncritical consumers rather than critically

“partnerships” by engaging in critically transitive

of questions that critical transitivity requires

transitive citizens. This happens, in part, by

investigations of the partnerships themselves:

and are also questions that, by virtue of their

their institutionalized nature. Accepted by

as object lessons. A surreptitious way, perhaps,

being formed and asked, challenge consumer

schools and reinforced in society, business

to address advertising and commercialism—and

materialist assumptions regarding easy

assumptions including consumer materialism

to slow the more than 300% increase in the

answers and convenient, simple conclusions.

and intransitivity become “beyond question.”

number of school-business partnerships since

They demarcate spaces of inquiry and action,

Unwilling or unable to raise questions (for

1990 39—the point is to use the very elements

investigation and growth, not answers for the

fear of losing a job, fear of causing frustration

I am criticizing as an opportunity for critique

purpose of satiation or closure.

from others by extending the time it takes to

and understanding. Philosophically investigating

complete professional development sessions,

school-business partnerships is one way to

Critical transitivity also utilizes processes of

etc.), teachers and school leaders often

challenge the conflation of consumerism with

investigation that do not accept the impervious

demonstrate for their students what it means

citizenship, private goods with public goods.

realities that Maxine Greene calls the “givens”

to accede to the “given” of commercialism

of an imposed “real world.” 38 In this sense,

and consumer materialism. One result is that

The pervasiveness of private goods and

students would be better off being young

schools harbor non-criticality and confer

commercialism in schools is illustrated by
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numerous examples. Clorox provides teachers

the financial services industry.41 Ralph Lauren

forces further the idea that schools and

with lesson plans, stickers, and posters to foster

launches a children’s book that teaches children

businesses should become even more closely

a culture of cleanliness via the “CleanClub”

to shop online.42 As the General Accounting

aligned.45 The problem, again, is that students

(consisting of “Ella the Elbow Cougher,”

Office (G.A.O.) warned a decade ago, the

and teachers become increasingly subsumed

“Johnny the Germbuster,” and “Harry the

increase in commercialization in schools was

in a market logic that, in part because of its

Handwasher”) as part of Clorox’s “clean up the

rampant and growing. As Constance Hays

pervasiveness, appears impervious to critique.46

classroom” multimedia learning kit. In virtually

noted:
To combat this pervasiveness, teachers and

every neighborhood grocery store, there are
programs where a small percentage of sales

The G.A.O. report cites textbook covers

students should use the illustrative examples

will be “donated” to local schools. Coca-Cola

distributed by Clairol, Ralph Lauren, and

as object lessons for critique. This critique

has a summer “economics” institute program

Philip Morris with company names and

is characteristic of philosophy for education

to promote competitive business practices.

logos fully displayed. In New York City, the

because the project requires de-limiting the

Campbell’s offers rewards for soup labels.

Board of Education is considering a

discourse and embracing the vicissitudes

Nissan automobile dealerships participate in

plan that would provide computers for all

of inquiry.47 Students and teachers are both

“automotive services apprenticeships.” CiCi’s

of its students, starting in the fourth grade.

engaged in problem-posing such that the

Pizza, Chick-fil-A, and other fast-food chains

The computers might carry ads and

restrictive structure of traditional curricula and

set aside one night per month when students

possibly encourage shopping on a

schooling writ large shifts the focus to more

and parents from participating schools come

particular Web site.

widely open opportunities for growth. This

43

means that schools reconstitute themselves as

to the restaurant and where a percentage
of the net sales (not gross) is “given” to the

Far from being limited to a few instances,

publics: plural spaces where investigations both

school. Subway provides “free” subs to local

advertising, commercialism, and school-business

de-limit and (re)construct student and teacher

schools, and a representative from the store,

partnerships are increasing in number and

identities as well as their varying agencies.

in order to make an “educational” link, comes

variety and represent a larger agenda. The

to those schools as a guest speaker on “health

agenda is a pro-business, pro-capitalist, pro-

The “pluralization” of public to publics indicates

occupations.” McDonald’s secures itself as part

careerist one that excludes questions about

diversity as well as locality. As Nancy Fraser

of a cafeteria “choice” program in a Colorado

whether business exploits workers and schools,

points out, “the public” never existed. Instead,

school and offers business credit to students

whether capitalism is the only or best economic

“there arose a host of competing counterpublics,

who “intern” as cooks and servers. Channel One

theory,44 and whether elementary school

including nationalist publics, popular peasant

is still connected to thousands of classrooms,

students should be forced to consider their

publics, elite women’s publics, and working class

providing students with a news program and

future based not on “What do you want to be

publics.” 48 Schools, by extension, are spaces for

commercials for jeans, candy, makeup, and

when you grow up?” substantive questions, but

contestation, debate, and identity formation.

other “targeted” products.40 Wachovia Bank

“What do you want to do when you grow up?”

The antithesis of schools that adopt “national

participates in an “Academy of Finance” program

careerist questions. Schools, then, are faced

standards,” schools-as-publics relish antagonism

which claims to prepare junior high and high

with programs connecting them with private

and vaunt philosophical critique via specificity of

school students for “rewarding careers” in

business interests while also having outside

place and multiplicity of views. The public
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sphere as public school in this regard,

what they could or should be, and

that can be generalized, “taught,” or, perhaps

extending Geoff Eley, positions schools as

by helping with the reappropriation and

especially, “modeled.” There is no rubric for

“the structured setting[s] where cultural and

accumulation of the immense stock of

criticality—at least not from me. Instead,

ideological contest or negotiation among a

knowledge on the social world with which

critical transitivity emerges from the various

variety of publics takes place.” 49 The virtues

the social world is pregnant. It could thus

and intricate transactions between and among

of this reconstructed notion of schools

help the victims of neoliberal policies to

people willing to be wrong, willing to set aside

include, but are not limited to: 1) unshielding

discover the differential effects of one and

deeply-engrained and long-held traditions,

curricula as “given” and “transmittable;” 2)

the same cause in apparently radically

willing to achieve what the Greeks called

recasting the roles of students and teachers

diverse events and experiences, especially

elenchus: refutation. We should not see making

as inquisitive co-investigators (as philosophers

for those who undergo them . . . in

mistakes or being wrong as a negative or a

for education); and 3) using already-existing

education, medicine, social welfare, etc.50

problem in schools.53 Instead, classrooms should
be democratic counter-public spaces where

consumerist elements of society (namely,
advertising, instances of commercialism, and

To be sure, Bourdieu understands this task

school-business partnerships) as object lessons

to be both “urgent and extremely difficult.”

to deepen and expand understanding and

So does, or should, anyone familiar with the

counselors, students, and so on, understand

meaning.

operation and function of “public schools” in the

and enact philosophy for education.

student and teacher inquiry is supportively
51

antagonistic: where teachers, administrators,

United States They are so deeply entrenched
Pierre Bourdieu considers these elements

in the discourse of business that it is very

necessary features of what he calls “realistic

difficult, indeed, to see much hope for (radical)

utopias,” and is worth quoting at length:

democratic change. But this reality, daunting
though it is, should not deter those who

This is where the collective intellectual

understand the exploitative nature of capitalism

[students and teachers] can play its

and who wish to have students develop

unique role, by helping to create the

themselves beyond consumers of products

social conditions for the collective

(including schooling). What we need is a vision

production of realistic utopias. It can

of public schooling that vaunts inquiry—in

organize or orchestrate joint research on

its various forms—and protects students and

novel forms of political action, on

teachers from authoritarian dictates. Their

new manners of mobilizing and of making

work should be the deliciously messy work of

mobilized people work together, on new

organic teaching and learning.52 The challenge

ways of elaborating projects and bringing

is to philosophize while continually critiquing the

them to fruition together. It can play the

philosophy, too. That is, using object lessons

role of midwife by assisting the dynamics

to better understand corporate hegemony is

of working groups in their effort to express,

not a panacea. There are, in fact, no lists or

and thereby discover, what they are and

procedures to “bring about” critical transitivity
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Response to “Considering Philosophy for
Education”
Deborah Merritt Aldrich

I

t is a privilege and a pleasure to attend this

views. As a citizen, I think that if we can

lecture series: to be able to mingle with today’s

consciously practice “supportive antagonism” in

great minds in Philosophy of Education. Thank

the classroom, we can learn to be better at it in

you, Linda and Kerry and Leslie for all of your

the culture at large.

hard work to bring us together and for your
ebullient spirit of goodwill which infuses these

Second, Dr. Boyles has challenged us to

events.

articulate our own philosophy of education.
As a mom, I have often thought about my

Of course my dad wishes that he could be with

objectives for the education of my children.

us. I miss having him here with his warmth and

In this context, I would like to read from The

passion for Philosophy of Education. He was

Book of Common Prayer, not because I am

very excited about this lecture.

trying to encourage any of you to become
Episcopalians, but because the language so

I am not a philosopher of education, but as a

beautifully expresses my own goals for the

daughter and a citizen and a mom, I’d like to

education of my children. The passage is from

make a few comments.

the prayer for the newly baptized: “Give them
an inquiring and discerning heart, the courage

As a daughter, I would like to interject a short

to will and to persevere, a spirit to know and to

tribute to my parents by saying that they were

love you, and the gift of joy and wonder in all

(and my dad still is) what you educators refer

your works.”

to as “lifelong learners”! In particular, I am
lucky that my dad has a spirit of inquiry about

Developing “an inquiring and discerning heart”

absolutely everything . . . so much so that when

takes practice. Dr. Boyles gives us a vision

I was growing up he would often say things like

of classrooms where that practice will be

“What do we mean by ‘Have a good day’?”

nourished, where the students and teachers
are “co-inquirers,” where “student and teacher

As a citizen and a mom, two things popped

inquiry is supportively antagonistic: where

out for me from Dr. Boyles’ excellent and

teachers, administrators, counselors, students

provocative lecture.

. . . understand and enact philosophy for
education.”

First, I am very taken with his phrase
“supportive antagonism.” I really like this idea of

Thank you, Dr. Boyles, for arguing so eloquently

our disagreeing with one another with a spirit of

for these values.

goodwill for the purpose of getting closer to the
truth through the examination of conflicting
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In Loving Memory, Helen Merritt

Loving Wife

Mother

Artist

Educator

Scholar

Helen Merritt, June 15, 1920 - May 12, 2009

Philanthropist

Community Activist
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About Thresholds
In the summer of 1973, several professors from

threshold is a structure familiar to all cultures

the former Department of Secondary Education

from ancient times. Taken literally, it is the

at Northern Illinois University discussed the

traverse beam of a doorframe. But it also stands

possibility for an education journal that united

as a metaphor for moving through time, place,

secondary school practitioners and university

and process. Thresholds are crossing-over

professors in dialog. They talked about

places where we venture from the securely

problems, experiments, research, and new

known to the uncharted spaces.

developments. This group, under the leadership
of Dr. Leonard Pourchot, proceeded to elect

The publication of the Thresholds in Education

a board of directors, establish a nonprofit

journal is a cooperative effort between the

foundation, solicit charter members, elect a

Thresholds in Education Foundation, the

managerial staff, and set the wheels in motion

Department of Leadership, Educational

for a long-range goal of publishing the first

Psychology and Foundations, and the College of

issue of Thresholds in Secondary Education in

Education.

February, 1975.
The word thresholds best represented the
intention to explore ideas and share viewpoints
that could lead to new educational advances
while respecting achieved values and knowledge
bases. The Thresholds in Secondary Education
journal would stimulate thinking, influence
education practices, inform, and inspire.
Over the years, Thresholds has broadened its
focus beyond secondary education to include
dialogue between educational theorists and
practitioners from diverse locations. In 1977,
the journal was retitled Thresholds in Education.
Today it remains dedicated to the examination
and exploration of new educational inquiries,
theories, viewpoints, and program innovations.
The title of the journal was well chosen and
more than ever is relevant to the needed forum
among educators in these complex times. The
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